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ing Revolution.

His Good Will.

San Francisco, Cal., May 23. According to the statistician
of the
Southern Pacific that company up to
and including May 19, had handled
free Into this city 1,635 cars of sup
plies for relief of fire sufferers. The
entire country responded to the ap
peals for help. California rose to the
occasion. Sixty-seve- n
cities and towns
of the Golden State gave a carload
or more of provisions for the Southern
Pacific to transport within ten days
of the disaster. Hardly less remarkable was Oregon's record. Twenty-tw- o
Oregon cities sent a carload oi
more. Of the eastern states Nebraska availed Itself most of the offer of
free transportation. Up to the end of
April twenty-thre- e
cities and towns
In Nebraska had sent a car or more.

Kursk, Russia, May 23. The sol
diers of an 01ayau regiment stationed here, who were to be dispatched
into the country districts, In anticipation of agrarian troubles, refused to
take boll cartridges with them.

Philadelphia, Pa.. May 23. High officials icf the Pennsylvania Railroad
company are among the witnesses who
will be examined during the investigation this week by the interstate
commerce commission into the alleged discrimination by the railroad
In the distribution of coal cars. The
hearing was resumed today. The witnesses to 'be examined during the
week Include First Vice President
John P. Green; William A. Patton.
assistant to President Cassatt, at
Philadelphia; Rolrt Pitealrn, assistant to Cassatt at Pittsburg; Congressman Gecrge F. Huff, president of the
Keystone Coal and Coke company, together with superintendents of the
sevfral divisions of the road, and
others.

BANKS HAD MORE MONEY
THAN IN HISTORY BEFORE
San Francisco, Cal., May 23. At 10
o'clock this morning practically every
bank In the city that has been able
to secure temporary quarters, threw
open Us doors to the public. the
feature connected with this gener
al resumption
of business after
five weeks of suspension, was the fact
that never in the history of San Fran
Cisco was there so much monej on
hand.
uni-qu-

UNVEILING OF MONUMENT
COMMEMORATING
BATTLE.
South Royalton, Vt., May 23. An
Interesting ceremony will take place
here this afternoon, when the memor-

PRESIDENT OF COUNCIL OF
EMPIRE HAS RESIGNED.
' St. Petersburg, May 23. Count
Solsky has been relieved of the presidency of the council of empire, or
the upper house of iarllament, at his
own request, on account of ill health.
GOVERNMENT'S LAST CHANCE
TO PREVENT REVOLUTION.
St. Petersburg, May 23. Prof.
spokesman for the constituaccording to a
tional democrats,
thoughtful article published by him
in the Rech today, is rather despondent over the prospect of staying the
tide of revolution in the country. He
bases his opinion upon the. conviction that the government will not
yield a full constitution, the only
regime with which he says it is still
IKsslble to calm the passions of the
people.
He regards this as the government's las chance, and that a refusal will cut the ground from under
democrats and
constitutional
the
elestrengthen
the revolutionary
ments.
Mil-ukof-

ELECTRIC LINE INJURED

I.

PENNSYLVANIA CONVENTION
OF PROHIBITIONISTS.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 23. "Homer
L Castle, of Pittsburg, for Governor,"
is the battle cry of the delegates to
convention,
prohlbtion
the state
which opens here today for a two
days' session. The prohibitionists of
this state have made unusually energetic efforts this spring to work up
enthusiasm for their cause and so
persistent has been the agitation that
the interest of the prohibition's
throughout the Ft;ite was aroused,
with the result that every county in
the state is represented by a full
quorum of delegates. It seems to be
a foregone conclusion that Homer L.
available man to
Castle is the mo-lead the party at the next fall election, and, there is scarcely any doubt
that he will be unanimously selected
as the candidate for the governship
on the prohibition ticket of this state.
He has opened headquarters at one
of the principal hotels and is receiving many assurances from delegates.
The principal sj.etker at the meeting
today will be John II. Woolley of Illithis cveiiin,' und
nois. He will
tomorrow evening, lifter the conclusion of the convention, ami there will
Itni. which will
will be another
W.
be addressed bv Homer 1..
H. Merry, the" state t
'ii . r. and
other prominent prohibitionists. It W
generally believed that th" dciiiocrtts
can be induced M indorse Mr. Caste s
nomination f"f governor.

GOVERNOR

HAGERU

REFUSES TO INTERFERE

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT

WITH RATON HANGINGS

And, in Consequence, Arguello and
lock Will Meet Their Fate on
Friday, May 25.
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DEPRAVED

DOMESTIC USE HAS
Passed Senate Finance Committee Panama
Supplies Must Be Bought at Home Unless Too High Statehood Fix.
Washington, D. C, May 23. When the president deems the bids tcr the
the house met today an unusual scene same exorbitant.
Williams, the minority FAVORABLE COMMITTEE
occurred.
leader, demanded the yeas and nays
REPORT ON ALCOHOL BILL
Washington, l. C. May 23. The
on a motion by Adams, of Pennsylvania, to go into the committee of the denatured alcohol Jilll was ordered to
whole for further consideration
tf be reported favorably today by the
the diplomatic and consular bill. The senate comniittoe on finance.
There were numerous amendments
demand of Williams was refused, tuie
speaker holding that one-fiftof the made to the bill, largely intended to
members had not risen to demand prevent a reduction of internal revthe yas and nays. '! demand that enue dues by reason of the act. l'ro- the other side, be taken," called out vision was made that it shall go into
Williams. The speaker refused to effect January 1. l'jo?, instead of
take the negative side on a rbilng within three mouths after the passage
is
No limitation
vote, stating that but a short time be- of the measure.
fore it had lw.cn demonstrated that placed upon the size or capacity of
'the stills at which denatured alcohol
a quorum was present. Then
thundered ut a protest against is to be manufactured.
to
the shaker's ruling. Attempts
IS
secure order were in vain, and leav- CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
William;;
ing
s'anding, the speaker S cia! DEAD LOCK ON CAPITAL.
to The Kvenins Citizen.
left his desk and Curtis, of Kansas,
Hever-ldWashington, I).
May 1'3
took his place as chairman of the comtold your correspondent
that
mittee of the whole, and general de- the conference
committee t n statebate on the bill was resumed.
a
hood is at
deadlock on the section
r
concerning a change of capital.
TEXAS WANTS ANOTHER
Is fit'htintr for the elxtlon
on
PORT OF ENTRY CREATED
statehood to be sopara'e from a genWashington, II. C , ray 23. The eral ti rritorial elec'.ion
in either terhouse committee on ways and means ritory, lie wants the election tj U
today iel' rred to a special committee con fin d r joint statehood, and the
'he matter of making Port Arthur and only vote to be yes" r "no."
S ililne Pass, Texas
pur's f entry.
New
The Andrews bills for
The commit iee authorized a favoraJ.le Mexico lands in laruer tracts than Ij 4
report on the bill makinn Salt l.ake a ens to one pel sou. and for Krantinn
point of dcliery.
a section of national public park land
AlUiqwerijiie tor a park, are with
SENATE STRADDLES BILL
the sena'e .intuitu on public lands,
FOR PANAMA PURCHASES. and his I. ill lor a chaise in the law
Wishiti-toI. (V. May 113. Tlie if en, p;i !,. ini; I'nited Slates c .urt
:: :i
c mimittee
en finance today Jurors in New M ico.
wi'li the
di-- i
Mvcr.ibly
a resolution
si na'e ju iciai'v i ti ti: :l e.
in ? that the materials
fir :he Siile.s Morrow he- - been ifu nint d
i'anaina canal shall W of domestic postnr.ister a' K.irlli.tm. N M
vice
ion and manufacture, unless .I.lColi (loodllillll, resinned.
. ri.iiac
Wil-liatn.- s
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SINCE THE

New York, May 23. At the quarterly meeting of the American Kennel
club, which Is held here today, an official announcement
concerning th
genuineness of a certain dog's tall will
be made, which, It is hoped, will definitely close one or the most amusing
controversies ever known in the hta- tory of the kennel club. The quea- uon, concerning which there had been
so much trouble, arose over the tail
or Eastover Lancelot, the champion
Boston terrier, now deceased. The
tall or that dog has kept the heads
of American dogdom wagging and
bumping Jor three years, and has offered no end or amusement to outsiders. The dog was originally protested for having a faked tail and tho
American Kennel club decided that
his "rudder" was as nature had made
it to be.
Subsequently, this dog was protested, on the same ground, at the Westminster Kennel club show, in 1905.
The latter body, in deference to the
American Kennel clnh. rieeilneil
t
entertain the protest, and an appeal
was mane io the American Kennel
club. The latter ordered the Westminister people to
the case.
In the meantime, the dog was killed
In a broil with some kennel mates.
The Westminster officials, however,
went ahead, emended mmh ttmn nnil
many days. In hearing evidence, and
eveniuany aeciaerj mat tne tail which
was by that time preserved in spirits,
had been faked
Th a rioniuinn
duly reported to the American Ken- nei ciud, ana the latter, upon a revision of the case, decided that there
was not sufficient evidence to show
that the tall was faked. This
will be officially announced at
or the club, this afterthe meeting
-

ELECTRIC ROAD MAIMES
SIXTY VETERANS TODAY
La Fayette, Ind., May 23. In a
head-o- n
collision to day on the Electric line to the battle ground nearly
sixty persons were injured, two fatally. One was killed outright.
The Injured were old soldiers, who
had been attending the Grand Army
encampment on the La Fayette battle
ground. Tho dead man was a motor-maIt is now believed that all the injured will recover.
n.

SUPERINTENDENT FOLEY
HAS PASSED AWAY
Wichita, Kan., May 23. J. A. Fley,
superintendent or the Kansas City,
Mexico & Orient, died this morning.
He had been with the Orient since
1903, previously having been superintendent of the Missouri Pacific.
BALTIMORE

HORSE SHOW
ATTRACTS FASHIONABLE SET.
Baltimore, Md., May 23. The Baltimore Horse Show, the most fashionable event of the spring, will open
this afternoon on the grounds of the
Klkrldge Hunt Club, and will continue
to the end of the week. The arrangements are completed and everything
has been done to insure the comfort
of the visitors. The list of entries
has never been as large and never before has a better class or horses been
shown here than at this ehibitlon.
Borne of the finest horsemen are to
be among the Judges, like F. M. Ware,
who will be the sole Judge of trotters
and readsters; R. Penn Smith of Bor-wlPa.; Reginald Reeves, Henry V.
Colt, Jr.; Charles H. Wheeler, and
James K. Maddux or Baltimore.
IBSEN, NORWEGIAN POET,
DIED THIS AFTERNOON.
Christiana, Norway, May 23. Hicn-rtIbsen, Norwegian poet and dramatist, died this afternoon. He was
born in 1828. Death was not unexpected, as he had been very weak
for a year. Towards the end he was
unconscious and passed away peacefully. The news or Ibsen's death
made a great impression here, where
of this extraordinary criminal.
His he was much lieloved.
real name is that of a well known
south of England famllv which u ALASKAN TOWN SUFFERS
LARGE LOSS BY FIRE.
held in the highest esteem, a name
Seattle, Wash., May 23. A dispatch
wnicn rrantc Kusseii haa always had
the good feeling and consideration of rrom Fair bank, Alaska, says that the
never assuming or actually himself business partlon or that town was dedisclosing. Interwoven with his early stroyed by fire yesterday efternfon.
life is an unhappy romance, which, The loss Is estimated at 11,000,000.
though common enough in ordinary No lives were lost, but details are
life, would seem to account much for meager, and it J8 feared that the food
supply of the town may be exhausted
the wayward paths of this undoubtedand suffering may result.
ly clever criminal.
He startej life under the brightest
and most promising auspices and re- TELEPHONE COMPANY
ceived an excellent education. Intending to become a medical specialist.
DOING THINGS
At one of the hospitals he became acquainted with a beautiful girl, and
GOING UNDER GROUND
formed a strong attachment for her. CONDUITS
IN
ALLEY,
FROM
BETWEEN
When he discovered that she had deSECOND AND FOURTH STREET.
ceived him, and that her parents were
by no means of the character thai she
That the automatic Telephone comhad represented them to possess, he pany is doing things, is evident from
disappeared from the city, and was the way tho alley between Railroad
not heard of again, until more than a and Copper avenues is being torn up
year later, when he was first convict- from the alley which Intersects these
ed of horse stealing. Since then he avenues between First and
Second
has continued his career of crime, streets and Fourth street, where the
confining himself especially to horse new telephone building Is n w in
stealing and railway thefts.
course of erection. A trench has been
dug along this alley, in which will Inlaid th Larger number of the comthat he would grant a change of venue pany's wires to bo put under ground.
to precinct L'ti, in Justice Craig's court Beginning at the telephone building,
and by mutual agreement of the two the trench will carry ten ducts,
sides, the case was taken up at once of a capacity of 400 wires tach, as
in Judge Craig's court, and is being far east as Third street.
From Third
street It will carry seven ducts of a
heard t Ills afternoon.
like capacity, as far as Second street,
Reunion of College Alumnae.
and from Second street In it will be
Macon, (!a., May 23. Tne
laid six ducts. At distanc-hall
alumnae reunion, which forms one of a block apart alone the treacn. are
interesting
of
features
the
most
tlie
located manholes, through which will
commencement exercises of Wesleyan he carried tho wires collected by the
today,
opened
here
college,
polo linM.
Female
with several hundred alumnae In atThe li'oi'osltion seems easy, but aparrangements
Klaborate
parently It is not. The tren-- 'i avertendance.
und
for
reunion,
the
ages
made
about four and one-hal- f
hae been
fot
the alumnae throughout the state deep. The ducts are three-incp!xs
make
(ilii-refforts
to
their
combined
hawmade of bituminous
which looks
event a great sucress. very much like tarred paper. The
the
meeting
the
address
at
principal
joints are aUuit ten f e t a ait. und
The
together
this evening will be delivered by Miss fastened
will tar. The
It
ioii's
lust
ul
of
s,
one
the
pipes are laid first, then the w ires are
V. I.. Andrew
now
graduates,
distinguished
drawn from one manhole l the oilier'
most
Kesldes ner by means of a cable, whicli is fastenresiding in Montgomery.
many
prominent
other
ed to the wires by a jointed rod.
there will
speak) s.
The work on the new telephone
building bus progressed to the top
Money
Market.
New York
of the ilrst ttory. which Is half baseNi w Vet!.. May 1 -- Money on call, ment, and no v ll'.t re is ft. mint ion of
n account of lack of maKtea.U, at ::ir I per cent; prime mer- tni- - work
' i
4
flit, liar terial. The second and third stories
U
cantile'
l'r
will be brick. The first story isston".
silver, 0!'.

CRIMINAL

WHO

Horse and Railway Thief Whom Police Have
Dubbed "Truthful Frank," Because He
Never Has Been Known to Prevaricate.

THE FREE ALCOHOL BILL FOR

.

DIED

Kansas City, May 23. The taking
or testimony in the first of the rebate
cases to come to trial here was begun today in the United States district
court, George H. Crosby, former traffic manager of the Burlington, Is
charged with having conspired with
George U Thomas, freight broker of
New York City, and L. B. Taggart,
his chief clerk, to pay rebates to shippers or receivers of freight in Kansas
City, on shipments from New York,
New Jersey and other points, in 1904
and 1905. Thomas and Taggart are
charged with having conspired to violate the Interstate Commerce laws of
1887, by procuring rebates from the
railroads on shipments from eastern
points. The cases of these three men
have been combined for conviction.

n,

ALWAYS TELLS TRUTH
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in Alcohol.
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
Norfolk, Va., May 23. The grounds
of Jamestown exposition will next
year be the scene of probably the
most interesting and picturesque military encampment ever held in this or
any country. Visiting companies and
regiments from European countries
and the American continent will be
on the ground during the occurency
of the exposition, and a large number
of United States troops will be conv
tinuously on hand.
Apart from the attraction of the
parades, reviews and maneuvers there
will be much interest taken in the
living quarters of the troops and the
encampments will be a very beautiful
feature of the celebration. There will
be a great variety of nationalities and
uniforms, and the mingling of French,
English, Russian, Japanese, Mexican,
Spanish and other visiting troops
should have an educational as well
as a spectacular value.
The preparations for .the reception,
comfort and maintenance of these soldiers will be very elaborate and will
necessitate the exercise of skill and
care. The grouuds of the exposition
are to be policed and guarded by the
United States government which will
take every precaution and exercise
every care for the welfare and comfort of the visitors. The Secretary
of War has already appointed officers to examine, lay out and report
upon the land set apart by the direct-tor- s
of the Jamestown exposition for
the military encampments. These officers are Colonel Ramsey I). Potts,
artillery corps; Major Charles J.
Bailey, artillery corps, and Captain
J. E. Winslow", of the corps of engineers.

60

Superintendent of the Orient Trouble Began, But TroubleRoad Died at His Kansas
some Tall Is Preserved

MADE VERY GOOD THING.
The entire commission sat for today's hearing. The first witness was
W. A. Patton. He proved rather en
unwilling witness, avoiding as many
questions as possible, but testified
that he held stock In various comMed- panies, some of which he secured by
purchase.
The examination of Patton developed the fact thait 'he held
stock In a dozen companies, 6,140
shares of which with par value of
$30,000 he had acquired without payment. Patton
that he had acquired this stock
"friendr a
v
i
ship." A. W. Glbbs, general superGO
MIDSHIPMEN WILL NOT
y
intendent of motive power, followed ' Special to The Evening Citizen.
ABROAD THIS YEAR. Patton.
Raton, N. M., May 23. Attorney Edwin C. Crampton is In receipt
He said that he owned no '
of a letter from Governor Herbert J. Hagerman, in which the gov- Washington',. D. C, May 23. There stock and was in no way interested "t
"
ernor state that he cannot conscientiously interfere with the sen- - V
was considerable talk of sending the In any coal company.
tence Imposed by the court In the case of David Arguello for the "
midshipmen to Europe this year, durmurder of Francisco Garcia.
ing their cruise on the various ships COMPANY NOW SITTING
f
UP TO TAKE NOTICE.
There is, therefore, no hope for the condemned man, and he
assigned to the duty of taking them
"
At a meeting of the board of diwill meet hi doom with John Medlock, a negro murderer, here, on
on a summer trip. Every now and
Friday, May 25.
then some one suggests that a visit rectors of the Pennsylvania company
Arguello is exceedingly nervous, a the time draws near, and
to European waters will be an educa- today, a committee wa-- appointed to
Tf
unable to" sleep rt night.
tion, as well as a diversion, in the investigate the alleged charges re- IS Seems
Monday night he remained up until 3 o'clock In the morning,
training of the midshipmen at sea, cently made liefore the interstate
but the Navy Department has never commerce commission that certain ' writing the most of the time, but seemed very nervous.
Both men seem earnest In seeking religious consolation, and de- favored the idea, nnd does not now officers of the Pennsylvania Railroad
vote considerable time to the reading of the New Testament, and In '
feel that any advantages would be company held stock in several coal
"' conversation and prayer, with religious advisors.
derived from such a trip, although, companies,
"
of course, It- - would be enjoyable
'4
1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4" 4"
i'
enough for the young men to go MASSACHUSETTS CATHOLIC
ORDER
OF
FORESTERS
MEET.
it
find
would
abroad. The officers
more or less of a tax, however, since
Springfield, Mass., May 23. More
at the various iorts touched by the than four hundred delegates are In
ships, there would be certain obliga- attendance at the annual state con-- i
tions In the way of entertainment. ventlon of the Catholic Order of For-- !
This would mean great expense, esters of Massachusetts, which open-- I
which most of the officers view with ed today at Apollo hall. This morn-- j
no special pleasure. It is held, also, ing the delegates attended mass and
that the summer cruises should be then a brief preliminary business ses
practical, in all respects, and should sion was held. The program for the
be a part of the training of the
convention includes a concert and a
It would have quite an- reception this afternoon and evening.
other aspect, if the midshipmen were
St. Louis Wool Market.
taken on a round of the European
St. IjouIb. Mo., May 23. .Wool mar
ports. The cruise will, therefore, be
ket steady and unchanged.
confined to home waters.

ial monument erected here to com
memorate the burning of Royalton by
the British and Indians in 1780, will
be unveiled. A highly Interesting
program for the exercises has been
arranged. The monument will be un
veiled by six little girls, all descend
vants of families who suffered through
the destruction of Royalton. A num
ber of prominent speakers from out
of town will deliver addresses of a
historical and patriotic character. The
Rev. William Skinner Hazen of Bev
erly, Mass., will be among the prin
cipal guests at the dedication cere
mony.

ITS MEETING

Testimony Was Taken in On a Dog's Tail to DeKansas City in Recide Its Genuiness
bate Cases.
or Falsity.

With Oregon and Nebraska Constitutional Democrats Are Patton Owns $30,000 For
Which He Paid Only
Coming as Good Second
Much Discouraged Fear-

and Third.

CLUB HOLDING

IN CHARACTER

QUITS STOCK IN COAL COMPANIES

PRESIDENT

AMERICAN DOG

VARYING QUITE

NOW ON RACK

WONT TAKE

NUMliEH 127

RAILROAD NEWS

That Road Handled 1635 Bali Cartridges to Fire on High Officials to Be Examined on Coal Car
Cars Provisions Free
People, Says Kursk
of Charge.
Distribution and
Telegram.
CALIFORNIA

1900.

2JJ.

RAILROAD MEN

RUSSIA NOW

GIVES FACTS

EVENING. MAY

NEXT

PENNSYLVANIA

SOLDIERS IN

OF S. P. ROAD

NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

London, May 23. Among the many
types of criminal, perhaps one of the
strangest and most interesting is
as
Frank Russell, belter known
"Truthful Frank," who haa just been
sentenced at Clerkenwell sessions to
two years' penal servitude as a railThe name, "Truthful
way thief.
Frank," was given Russell by the police themselves, because through his
long career of crime, w hen once fairly
caught, he has always, as a sort of
religion, strictly confined his statements to the truth. Time after time
the .police have tsted in every detail the truth of his "confessions,"
and found them borne out in every
particular.
These confessions, it must be understood, are not voluntary, but of he
was asked any questions relating to
the particular crime for which he
had been laid by the heels, nothing
would induce him to jeopardize the
reputation which be has gained, of
never having told a lie. The police,
In giving him his title, hold him as
one of the most curious of the many
curious human documents which have
passed through their hands.
Frank Russell is not the real name

CHANGE OF VENUE
IN EVICTION SUIT
A
GRANTS
CRAWFORD
IN
CHANGE
SUIT
OF VENUE
BROUGHT TO OUST CITY OFFICIALS, OF WHICH HE IS ONE.

JUDGE

la the ejectment suit, brought by
the alleged owners of Hie property at
the corner of Second street and
avenue, known as the City
building, which came up for hearing
this afternoon at 3::i" o'clock, in Justice Crawford's court, in precinct 12,
Attorney Childers, representing the
plaintiffs, moved that Inasmuch as the
presiding Justice of the peace was
the police
liiniiu'lf a city otlicial
Judge, he thought the justice, might be
prejudiced in dis In ane- - i Hie case
and his subsequent r il Icring ()f au
a change of
opinion, and aske() in
venue be granted.
Justice Crawford ad "lcdgiM that
- own mind
lie was predjudiced in
"ii!d give an
but disclaimed that If
opinion other than c
with tho
testimony adduced, lur
'led that the
e'l takm and
attorney's point wa
Ti-jer- as

'

:

-

l

i
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re-op- en

noon.

The declsiou Is of some Importance,
as It Involved the validity of some
prize awards to the dog in question.
A MEMBER

OF THE
ZERO CLUB OF AMERICA

JOSEPH

A. BLONDIN,
OF THIS
CITY, ELECTED FOUNDER MEMBER OF THE CLUB.

The following letter was received
by J. A. Dlondin:
Aero Club of America, 753 Fifth avenue. New York city.
Joa.
. Dlondin, Eeq.
Dear Sir I have the honor o notify you that at a meeting of the board
or governors cf the Aero Club or
America you were elected a founder
member or the club. Verv resnwet-fullS. M. BUTLER,
'
May 19, 1906.
Secretary.
The object or the Aero Club of
America is the development or aeronautic science in all Its branches. The
club as at present composed, is an offspring or the Automobile Club of
America. The number cf members
who
are especially interested In
aeronautics at present amount to the
encouraging total or 350. That the
club has an assured future success Is
evidenced by the support it is receiving from the various classes so necessary to that success. Such scientists as Prof. Graham Bell and Prof.
Zahm; such capitalists as Vanderbllt,
Ijtiter, Belmont, Astor; and aeronauts such as Stevens. Baldwin and
Blondln. all members of the club la
question, will contribute, each according to his caiaclty, and the concerted
action of the club's many members
will shortly place America, .so backbranch of.
ward in this particular
science, on a plane with our more
advanced sisKr republic, France. It
might even be said, as ha been demonstrated in other lines, "When Americans aspire to equality in any enterprise, tihey end in supremacy."
The honor Just accorded Mr. Blondln is duo to the many articles he has
written with a view to popularizing
tho science of aeronautics,
and to
other practical work he has informed in tho same endeavor, leading to
the incvption of tho club.

this afternoon

y,

SAM WILL BUY
TRUNKS FOR SOLDIERS.
May 23. The
Washington, D.
War Department is in the market for
several types of trunks or boxes, one
type of which will ultimately be
adopted and &0,njo of them will be
purchased. These trunks or boxes are
UNCLE

C

intended as special trunks fur enlisted men. Kvery soldier sallinn for
the Philippines after this will be
equipped with ono of these trunks and
officers will be permitted to purchase
them at the contract price.
This
trunk is of standard dimensions, so
as to afford easy and economical storage. It will hold all a soldier is likely
to need on a long trip. It is very light,
being made of a patented material or
great (strength, reinforced by a metal
frame. A similar trunk will be used
by the veterinarians for carrying their
material, and another one of different
shape, but of similar const ruftion,
will be used as a held debk. The lid
drops down in such a way as to furnish a writing table while tho pigeonholes of various sizes afford a means
of storing papers. This desk trunk
will be used by officers of the staff
who have "paper work" to do in the
fluid.
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Tfee Citizen Publishing Company

Like a shower
on a .lower.
The colors appenr at the
touch of the refreshing
rain drops. In the same
way Nature jives hack a
woman's youthful skin
tints when Harm's Magnolia Halm is applied.
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Let lis Show Them
to You.

pounds. $4.
1). Newell. Del Rio, Tex.
4S4
goats, 95 pounds, S3.sr.
Tuesday, May 15.
Colo., 419
Markham & Co.,
Iambs, 75 pounds, $7.60.
,
Colo.,
J. Kllnkerman, Kohina.-n227 lambs, 70 pounds, $7.50.
A. Klinkerman, l,a.s Animas, Colo.,
4S6 lambs, 77 pounds, $7.50.
W.
Randall. Rocky Ford, Colo.,
1007 lambs, 73 (pounds, $7.50.
Iaguna Cattle Co., Rocky Ford,
Colo.. 484 lambs. 67 pounds, $7.50.
Colt. & Son. Las Animas, Colo., 683
lambs. 75 pounds, $7.45.
L. D. Newell, Del Rio, Tex., 489
goats, 96 pounds, $3.90.
Wednesday, May 16.
Markham & Co.. Umar, Colo., 745
lambs, "fi pounds, $7.fi0.
J. L. Htnnett, La Juna, Colo., 1259
lambs, 71 pounds, $7.60.
Comer & A., Manzanola, Colo., 495
Iambs, 63 pounds, $7.45.
485
L. D. Newell, Del Rio, Tex.,
peats, 95 pounds, $3.a0.
Thursday, May 17.
L. H. Cheney, Monte Vista, Colo.,
noo clipped lambs, 77 pounds, $6.30.;
1300 feeding lambs, 65 poinds, $5.25.
W. N. Clark, Loveland, Colo., 135
lambs, 64 pounds, $7.50; 141 clipped
lambs, 73 pounds, $6.50.
Markham & Co., iJimar, Colo., 475
Iambs, 75 pounds. $7.70.
J. and F. Scott, Mesa, Ariz., 541
clipped yearlings, 91 pounds, $6.25;
1390 clipped wethers, 82 pounds, $6;
wes, 86 pounds, $5.25.
32 clipped
Friday, May 18.
J. M. Walker, I.as Animas, Colo.,
484 clipped Iambs, 72 pounds, $6.65.
1715
A. C. Harper, Flagstaff, Ariz..
clipped sheep. 97 pounds, $6.
J. and F. Scott, Mesas Ariz., 1742
clipped sheep, 82 pounds, $6.10.
84
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HOGS DIE FROM
ANTHRAX FEVtR
ABOUT SEVENTY HAVE DIED AT
PENITENTIARY
SINCE
THE
1
PREVENTITIVE
JANUARY
MEASURES.
As

a result of anthrax fever

conta-

gion seventy hogs have died at the

territorial ipenitentiary

In

Tele-

the last few

Remember, we give the utmost care to our prescription
department, and have the confidence of all the physicians.

HIGHLAND

0

6

PHARMACY

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.

CH5000DOOOCK000
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

POSITIONS OPEN
Chpmtn,
Superintendent. Ovil, Klectnral, Mechanical. Marine und Mining hngineer to (ill poxitions
Also many Executive,
Piyng
TECHNICAL

x

New-com-

Painless
ALL

Extracting

WORK

$6.00
$1.50 Up

....50c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

b

semi-annuall- y

n

n

h

n-pos-

s

y

t once competent ArrhiterM,

need

PranicMMYien,

tele-

Salesman poitin and frnnrl opportunities fne
men having- - money tn invest with their services, i iver
IJ.000 emiHovers rely on us lor all their h h irrane
own.
rnres io ta cities.
Hitrh trade exclusively.
Write ns to d,iT sed state position desired.

HAPCOODS (Inc.). Brain Brokers
17 Chemical Building,

r

SI

lui

WANTED.

WANTED Two ai tilers at once. Apply to A. V. Hayden, 412 West Copper avenue.
WANTED Experienced sawyer for
circular sawmill; good wages. Apply
room 6, Whiting niock, city.
,WANTED--Teamsfor togging and
lumber hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
particulars, address the J. M. Den-ni- a
Lumlier Co., fthoades, Ariz.
WANTEDTbuy for caHhTfive or
modern house. Answer,
giving particulars and price. Lock
Box 4, City.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor,
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Sliver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$20
WANTED Branch manager;
oash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT One room for light
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT First-clasboard and
room, by day, week or month. The
Greene hotel, 523 South First street.
FOR RENT Nice furnished rooms,
with electric lights and bath, for
light housekeeping
and sleeping
purposes.
Inquire at corner of
Railroad avenuo and Fourth street.
Over hardware store.
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
four rooms, nicely furnished for
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
cheap for the summer, or will board
by the week or month very reasonable. Mrs. B. K. Ncrrris, 524 John
street, east end. of viadut.
cot
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
tage of three rooms, with piano and
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also,
three room flat, with piano, ready
for housekeeping; cheap for sum
mer. 624 J.c!hn street, east end of
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
FOR SALE.
house,
FOR SALE New 'four-roowith bath, etc. 507 North Twelfth
street.
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
miles
Kelly's, five and one-hal-f
south of city.
FO R"S AXlCr A saddle Stare, cfi ea p .
Inquire of Mrs. J. W. McQuade, No,
234 North Walter street.
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlng,
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
counter.
counters: one thirty-foo- t
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
KOK aALK
A
Huriiman
Handsome
piano. In fine condition and almost
For particutew, at a bargain.
lars, call at this office.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Money
On

s

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
West Railroad Ave.
liPRIVATE
OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Cbickering Is in itself
guarantee of that store's
i, j
in.
y0ii may safely depend upon
its advice as to the other maRes it
bini lie-- ,
in New Mexico tho Chlck-e- t
solely by
-' is represented
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
n

ime

a

ii-

Mountain of Gold
brinu as much happiness to
i.nia WilUe, o' Caroline. Wis., a
:is ii'l nun 2.1c box of Bucklen'8
s i he, when it completely cured
a rui ning sore on her lej, which bad
tlil ir,, her 23 bng years. Greatest
a ii i m 'I i' id healer of
Piles, Wounds,
i:M Sorca. 20c ut all druggists.
A

'"u:

l

Ar-tii'--

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickier, V. P. and Cashier; Y
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. El Cromwell.

SOLOMON

Building for sale or rent.

L DEPOSITORY

PROPOSITION.

PAYING

A

FOR THE ATCHI80N,

TOPEKA

& 8ANTA

FE

RY.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue,
work

Notarial

FIRST NATIONAL

conveyancing.

and

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

OfDotes and Director.
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
..........
FRANK McKEH
R. A. FROST
U. F. RAYNOLD9 ...

LAWYERS.

.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

N. W., Washington,

fj.

E. W. Oobson.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

B.

DEPOSITORY.

J.

jj

YOUR ACCOUNT

IS WELCOME

State National
ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

BaimR

Mf

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one ot its officers.
WM. FARR.
I. A. DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
F. H. STRONG.
E. A. MIERA.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. IIUBBS.
J. B. HERN DON.

O. N. MARRON.

6--

High-Frequen- cy

W. G. SHADRACH,

0CKXXXOXDXX3 00OXXCOX0CK
5

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat
lines. Office, 313 Va West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 6
Practice

"OLD RBLIABLE"

A

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

Or. King's
Hew Oiscovery
WITH

Pries

60c

$1.00

ESTABLISHED

17I

PUTNEY

L. B.

WHOLESALE GROCER

p. m

OLDS

Railway Company

DIRECTORS.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both "phones.

0UCI!S end

$250,000.00

AT THE

E. KRAFT,

DR. R. L. HUST,

forC

.,....... $!00,00M

00X3XDOOXDXD0XCXXXXXDOCK0

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones.- Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
avenue.
Office
No. SOS Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4bZ. Ap
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

and

'

J

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa F

DENTlSTb.
DR.

President
Tlce President
.
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

82 F street
D. C. Pensions,

patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office. First National
Bank building.
lands,

.

............

Bernard 8. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
M.
N.
Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the territory and befoie the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

nut

M:

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
FOR 8ALE.

N)

a!m:
tli,

ALLOWED

Loan

Co

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
douDle-ba- r
FOR SALE A nm-ciasreled,
shit gun; bran new
ARCHITECTS.
never bas been used; one ot th
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
flee for particulars.
M. Both 'phones.
FOR S"ALE My general merchandise Albuquerqun. N.
LAND MATTERS.
business located four miles from
Belen. A rare chance for some one
H. W. 8. Otero,
to step into a nice money-makin- g
United States Court Commissioner,
business. Will bear full lnvestlga
tlon. Good reason for selling. Call on 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
or address, Chtis. Mann, Publitos, N to matters before the land office
Mex.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR SALE A" largemTcantll3 busl
J. R. Farwelt,
ncss, enjoying
a most excellent
Room 23. N. V Armllo Building.
trade, and controlling business for
NOTARY PUBLIC.
a large scope of country; or will
sell half. Can engage in the sheep
Thos. K. D. Mfddieon,
ami cattle business; also gristmill.
wt
Good bargain for some energetic Office with W. B. Chliders, 117
Gold avenue.
man with from $6,000 to $8,000 to
Invest.
Call at The Citizen office
VETERNINARIAN.
f"r particulars
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch;
Office, 424 North Second street.
about 7oO acres fenced; 30 head of Phones
Auto., 311; Colo., Black 33.
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
Resilience "phone. Auto., 747.
Two
farming implements.
bouses, Kirn, and large corral. Only
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
A. L. Morgan.
Plenty ot
government reservation.
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
Easy terms.
wilier, Price. $4,5oO.
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers, TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solic212 West Gold avenue.
ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
FOUND.
911 North
Second street, Albuquerkey"
i
Ft) I'M
que. N. M.
Yale
C
C bunchof'
Citiat
be returned to owner
The
SHAMPOOING
AND MASSAGE.
zen .illice upon payment for this notice.
Shampooing utul facial massage;
will give treatment at homo or at ofSTOKE
ClUCKtRING
IHfc
fice. Room lit. Elite haul. Mrs. M.
F. Ilreen.
you
will
go,
the
find
you
Wherever
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
piano store that represents Chlckor-in- g
DELINQUENT ON
& Sons to be tho best place to WILL BECOME
look for pianos of les expensive JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
gra.le.
The

INTEREST

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

six-roo-

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

A. D.
office,

t

NEW MEXICO

phone diMct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

The epidemic started about
of the year in the drove of
Monday when the veterinary
the
M. H. Deacon, began
of vaccination there were
fifty-sileft. It is thought that those
which were vaccinated will be saved.
B. p COPP
vaocinaitlcu is believed to be a
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
cure for th disease.
PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
Anthrax fever, on account of its
frightful mortality, is one of the most
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
dreaded diseases that attacks the
brute creation. It usually occurs in
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
ihe form of an epidemic, and an outBuilding Bonds" and addressed to the
break of It means certain destruction
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,"
to a large proportion of herbivorous
will be received at tho office of the
animals in the path of Its march.
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unHorses, cattle, mules, sheep, hogs and
til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
pools are the sufferers, and as these
an Issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
comprise the valuable domestic ani
dollars of city building bonds of the
urate, the pecuniary loss Is always
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certilieavy In the infected region.
fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
rapid
progress
stock
so
is
that
Its
dollars must accompany each bid,
adopt
to
have
time
owners rarely
said sum to be forfeited to the city,
IN
THE
PROMOTIONS
measures of relief when the disease
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
appearance
the
in
has ence made Its
in case of failure ot performance by
GUARD
NATIONAL
communicais
vicinity. Anthrax
also
him if his bid is accepted.
ble to man and this adds greatly to LAS
Said city building bonds are to be
ANNOUNCED
BY ADJUTANT
its terrors.'
Issued in the denomination of one
TARKINGTON
MAJOR
NEWELL
Anthrax is a germ disease, the
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
PLACED ON RETIRED LIST.
Kerms entering the body usually with
to bear Interest at a rate not to exfood, bnt sometimes througTi sores or
following promotions were an- ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
The
may
scratches in the skin. The germs
nounced by Adjutant General A. P. and are to be sold at not less than
long distance without Tarkington:
be carried
their par value. Bath principal and
lowing their virulence, and may be
interest are to be paid in New York
Sergeant William D.
First
conveyed to a farm, ranch or plantaCompany F, First infantry, city and the interest is to be payable
of
tion In many ways. As the disease is to be second iieutenant, ranking from
on the first days of Jancontagious, cue sick or dead animal March 5, 1906.
uary and July of each year.
may infect an entire herd.
Said bonds are to be payable at the
W. Aubrey
Second
Lieutenant
In spite of the fact tihat the disease Smith, to be first lieutenant, ranking option of tfhe city, twenty (20) years
has existed t the penitentiary for from March 28, 1906.
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
some time, mien care has been tak-sE'ugene A. Lohmfln, of Roswell, to years after date. The right Is reto avoid the spread of the epidemic, lie second lieutenant, ranking from served to reject any and all bids.
that as far as known there has not March
For further Information, address
28.
leen a single case reported outside of Sergeant Phillip Dessauer, of Com- Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquerthe one drove. It is 'believed the pany A, to be second lieutenant, rank- que, N. M.
swine at the penitentiary have now ing from March 30, 1906.
By order of the city council.
teen Immuned so that there seems to Lieutenant Newcomb bas been asHARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
May 2. 1906.
be little fear of a contagion.
signed to Company F, Lieutenant
Smith to Company B, Second LieutenSTOP8 ANY ITCHING.
MARKET LETTER
ant Lohman to Company B, and Second Lieutenant Dessauer to Company Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
B. First regiment of Infantry.
Special Correspondence.
Itching Plies Albuquerque People
Placed on Retired List.
Kansas City. Mo., May 21. The of
Recommend It.
The following order has been issued
ferings from far off territory were
One application of Doan's Ointment
very light last week, but Included from the office of the adjutant general
stops any itching. Short treatment
among those that did come were sev of New Mexico:
May 22, 1906. Gen- cures eczema, itching piles, salt rheum
eral loads of choice, fat Colorado Santa Fe, N. M., 12.
any Bkin eruption or skin Itching. It
eral order No.
steers and heifers on last Monday
Having been found physically dis- Is the cheapest remedy to use, bewhich sold at. steady to strong prices.
to
of cause so little of it is required
The steer sold at $5.10 to $1.15, and abled for active service by a loard
been recom- bring relief and a cure. Here is Albu
the heifers brought $4.75. Other officers, and it having
western heifers brought $3.65 and mended that he be placed upon the querque testimony to prove It:
Mrs. R. E. White, rooming "nouse,
some western spayed heifers sold at retired list of officers, as per section
4.70. which was 10c higher than the 38, chapter 101, laws of New Mexico, 202 North Second street, says: "There
"previous
week.
Some Panhandle 1905, but with the increase in rank came to my notice some time ao a
Blockers brought $4.25 and some of r.ne grade. Captain L. J. Newell, case of eczema or of some disease ot
lioraed western steers sold to the First Infantry, is relieved from duty the skin, which had resisted all the
with Company D, First infantry, and efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
fillers at $4.65.
Ointment was procured at a drug
Twenty-thre- e
thousand cattle came is placed upon the retired list of officers with the rank of major of in- store and a course of the treatment
in the first two days of last week, af- fantry,
30, 1906.
commenced. It gave positive relief,
ter which but very few came in as Majorto date April
Newell will turn over all ord- after an application or two, and upon
the total for the week only footed up nance,
ordnance stores and quarter- a continuation of it fir some time, the
33,400 bead, a decrease of 4,000 from
bupplies for which he Is re- annoyance ceased. This information
the previous week. The heavy run master's
Tuesday, upwards of 14,000 cattle sponsible, to First Lieutenant Colin should be of untold value to residents
Infantry, receipts lelng of Albuquerque who are in queBt of an
caused a decline of 10c, which was Neblett,In First
triplicate. By command of article upon which they can depend
recovered by the close of the wetk mad?governor.
to cure any Itchiness of the skin or
Had the run leen evenly distributed the
eruption thereof."
A. P. TARKINGTON.
steady
have
would
market
leen
the
Adjutant General.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
all week. Nothing from the west
Co., Buffalo, N
cents. Foster-Mllburcame in after Monday, the sales
Y.. sole agents for the United States
EASTERN MINING
made after that day being the
Remember the name Doan's and
stockers held over. The run
56
MEN VISIT EL PASO take no other.
today is 9.000 head, but the market
o
is handtca.pped by a heavy run at
A good complexion Is imitosslbie
Chicago, 31.000. Light and handy-weigh- t EN ROUTE TO PROPERTIES IN with the stomach out of order. If
VALLEY,
NEW
MEXICO.
LAKE
steady
with
last
ster8 are
pasty, sallow, people would pay more
week's close; good, heavy steers are
attention to their stomachs and 18
A party of
capitalists,
Wisconsin
I
wor;
plain
ones,
10c
slow and weak;
to the skin on their faces, they would
(top was $5.60 for four cars of L. S. who are interested in the Monarch have better cnniplexions.
KODOL
steers, weighing 1059 pounds. One Development and Reduction company, FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
spent
In
Sunday
El
Saturday
and
killlot of Colorado steers sold to the
and put your stomach back
faso, and went to l.ake Valley, N. you eatright
er at $4.2n today; stock grades M..
in the
shape to do its own work.
says
Sunday
night,
the
Herald.
grasranged from $3.75 to $4; Texas
of the
Kodol relieves
palpitation
Cenowns
company
The
Crand
the
ses at $3.70.
heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heartgroup,
propof
lead
zinc
tral
and
Sheep receipts today are liberal, at
burn, etc. S. ld by J. H. O'Rlelly
5.000 head, but the market is firm and erties, located at the head of t lie & Co.
Canyon
Carthe
in
Central
Grand
active, spring lambs bringing $S.
e
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Shorn westerns weighing 74 ixiunds, penter district, about twent-tivbr;mght $6.65, and wooled westerns, miles northwest of l ake Valley. The
company
capital,
has
abundant
and
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
weighing 76 pounds, brought $7.6.r,
will take sleps at once to Install a Department of the Interior, Land ofwhich was within 5c of last week's loo-ton
concentrator and develop the
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., April 20,
top. The market advanced from 2"c
more fully. The large
properties
19l!fi.
to 30c Ust week. Arizona grassors, amount
of lead and zinc already
Notice is hereby given that the folthe first of the season, brought $6 to
is believed to Justify the ex- lowing named
settler has filed no$6.10 last week. Prices on them last
tice of bis intention to make final
year were $5 to $5 25; Texas grass-er- penditure.
The company now has a force at proof In supports of his claim, and
brought $3.57Vi. against $5 a year
that said proof will be made before
ago. With an evenly distributed su;i-)l- work building twenty miles of road,
of tramway will be in- the probate clerk of Bernalillo county
tho markt r expected 1o bold ami six asmiles
soon as possible.
stalled
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
steady all this week.
A.
Mcintosh of E.lgerttm, Wis.,
l'.mr,, viz.: Jesus Garcia y laopez, of
president of the company; F. II. Carpi nter. Bernalillo county, New
STOCK SALES
engineer and man- Mexico, lor the west half of the south-wes- t
Scliirmeiiiorn,
ager, and Messrs. Sanl'ord Soveihill,
quarter of section 12, township
Kansas City. Mo., May IS. Follow-- , T. K. Sayre, W. II. Wentworth, M. L. 10 north,
range 5 east.
lug were
me sales in the quaran- Carrier, W. A. Shelley, S. Nelson, H.
He names the following witnesses
division:
tine
Sweeney and Andrew ErieUson of to prove his continuous residence
Monday, May 14.
Kilgertou and .lanesville. Wis., made uiioii ami cultivation oof said land,
Colo., L'iH up the party.
C. K. King. ljveland,
Before they left they viz.:
la.inl.8, 75 annuls, f 7. T,t i.
spent considerable time selecting maPedro Garcia,
Leancm Jaramillo.
Colt & Son, I .as Animas, Colo., 91C chinery.
Francisco Olguin and llari) Gutierrez,
lambs, 80 pounds, $7..riii.
ali of Carpet tier. New Mexico.
J a. II. Kiliart,
432
Hollv, Colo.,
Sore Nipple.
MANUEL R. OTKRO.
luinliH, 70 tH'iinils, $7.40.
A cure may be effected by applying
Register.
A. Gardner. I.as Animas, Colo., till Chamberlain's Salve as so n as the
o
lambs, oil jKiuinU, $7.3u.
Wipe it off
child is done nursini?.
Whv take a doron things to cure
V. C. Clark, Center, Col.)., tlt'J clip- with a soft doth before allowing the t h :it
Kennedy's
laxative
cough?
lainliK,
06
pounds,
$ti.45.
ped
child to inirse. Many trained nurses Honey and Tar allays allays the conColo., use this salve with the best results gestion, stops that tickling, drives the
la. H. Cheney, Monte Vista,
I'M dipped lamlis, 77 pounds, $fi.2D.
Price -- 5 cents per box. Sold by all cold out through your bowels. Sold
Continental K. Co., Coinblock, Tex., diufglsis.
by J. 11. O'Rlelly & Co.
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Capita, end Surplus, $100,000

the Western Union or Postal
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Perfumsj

ported and domestic. Some are
quite high priced, while others
cost so little any one can afford to have them. We have
also an exceptionally complete
assortment of Toilet Goods.

Sm

MwrtUlng

ALBUQUERQUE

tised through them.
Of the choicest

....

sjjar.iiiaMaaii

cn

Varied Line

will b d.liTtmtt tn the 724 wethers, !
Cmi
pounds. $o.57'4.
10 Mia pr wMk. irtaH
th tow rat
Mr. Scarce, Uvalde. Tex., 23!i goals,
aw wuntfc, wkn paid monthly,
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

we have not failed beforo, that your
rely upon It.
und you
away.
We
have also rented hundred of houoea
l
not
manoy
thrown
a
a
nearly everything we have adver- ada,
well
sold
by our wnt

We Carry a Large and

Ctify by Carrier, 60c per month
Nr

BO

One Cent

month.-

n

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If so, we can secure ft for yog by a small
want ad. in Tt)8 Evening Citizen. It ooly costs

II

Absolutely harmless, and
makes a faded complexion
fresh and velvety at once.

Cty

U'fMt NtrtWi

000000000OCKC00
FOR THE TOILET

,

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N.

SAVE

(

TROUBLE

AND

M.

EXPENSE,

As well as sickness and possibly los
of life, by havinf? defective plumbing
taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
fit. you up a model bath room, with
Kas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonable cost.
We carry the finest line of garden
bote In the city.

iiis!
Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT
PA'ILDING PAPER
Always In
i.overs more, iooks icst, wears
Cement,
stock.
Plaster,
Lime,
longest, most economised,
full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

BHERMAN-WIIJJAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW

MEXICO.
laVBTNSlN

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

Frcs Trial.

St. Curo for Oil
Biiruit mid L:
THROAT ami LUNO TROUBLES, or HON iTi BACK.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
iaiNtktvttNsrst

I
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GIVING NEWS

NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR

OF THAT CITY
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HJfis

Count Boni Is Unaffected
by the Demands of

Dti$llff

sift

Countess Anna.
CAMBODIA

KING

AND

As a City Grows, the Builders of the More Beautiful Homes
ALWAYS SEEK THE HIGHER GROUND

SUIT

Socialism Growing Rapidly in
Republic of France Among
Working Class.
-

ITY MEIG MTS

Paris, May 23. In the American
colony here the Castellaues still occupy the center of the stage. During
the last week rumor of a reconciliation have been persistent, but I am
reliably Informed that the American
comtesse has finally made up her
nilnd, and that there Is to be no compromise.
This Is a very satisfactory state
of affairs to those Americans who
are nut great personal friends of the
couple, as the court proceedings
promise some sensational development.
The former Miss Gould has been
ably supported by her women friends
In court a
here. Her appearance
week ago was something in the nature
of a triumph. When her attorney
made It known to the court that, the
American woman would not couslder
any other course but the trial of the
suit for absolute divorce, there were
murmurs of applause from the spectators. Count Bonl was In court,
smiling and dapper as usual.
I am Informed that the proceedings
are of very little Interest to him and
that the trial of the suit has not
caused him to change his mode of
living In the least.

The Coming Aristocratic Residence Section of Albuquerque.

1

19 So. Second

St,, First Nat'l Bank Bids,
35EE9

the publication was to creat

discus-

folk, Including
Fashionable
the
American tourists, have been on the
move for a week, wending their way
to Swiss and Italian lake regions, or
to such places as Baden Baden, Wiesbaden, and even Dresden. The Swiss
resorts are claiming attention, with
fine weather as the attraction.
The
exodus does not Include all those who
have motor cars, however. Owing to
purchasers
the strike many would-b- e
are leing forced to wait In this trade,
which is famous for promises and
long waits.
Paris is looking forward with great
eagerness to the reception to be
given the King of Cambodia on his
arrival here. Notification of the sail
ing of his highness, from Saigon, was
received by the ministry from the
governor of French Indlo-ChinIn the king's suite are Prince Suth-arand five of his royal brothers;
five princesses and five grand man- dnrinH. Aroomnnnvinir th a trine In
order that he may be entertained en
route and while in Paris, are fifty-sevdanseuses, while his comfort is
ministered to by forty servants.
It has been many years since a
royal personage visited Paris with
such a retinue.
The death of Bishop Fallieres,
cousin of the president of the republic, has thrown both, official and
The
church circles into mourning.
bishop was apointed to the bishopric
of X. Brieus in 1899, having previously been vicar general of Bordeaux. He was born in Mezin, France,
in 1834, and was a favorite cousin of
the president.
ot

en

Scientists generally approve the action of the council of the faculty of
sciences In confirming the initiative
of the minister of public instruction,
who appointed Mme. Curie to the
chair of the University of Paris, occupied by her late husband, with
whom she was associated in the discovery of radium.
M. Curie is still mourned by his
colleagues. I had the honor of being
present at the funeral of the illustrious scholar and was impressed with
the fact that his features portrayed
much more in death than in life itself, the pensive, gentle expression, so
rare in scientists, which his friends
knew so well.
In connection with. M. Curie's death
it is recalled that the United States
was among the first of the nations
to recognize the importance of his
discovery. When the discovery was
first written up it was noticeable that
the scientists of Great Britain were
skeptical, whereas offers from the
United States to both M. and Mme.
Curie, asking them to direct laboratories on the other side of the Atlantic were received almost daily.
Much fun is being poked at the picof Germany
of the emperor

ture

which adorns the wall at the Societe
Nationals Salon. The protrait Is by
Herr Felix Borchardt and it is not the
work of art that is creating comment,
for that is above reproach and adds
to his already great reputation.
He has dealt with his subject in a
free way, however, depicting him as
if he were the most ordinary sort of
an individual. This is so at variance
with the popular conception of Germany's ruler, that the picture has become one of the "shows" of the exhibition.
on
William II is shown standing
what appears to be a foothill of the
Bavarian Alps, wearing a green uniform and a Tyroleso hat with a green
feather. Groin reflections are thrown
on his face by the uniform, and this
glow rejuvenates his majesty, taking
at least ten vears off his age.
'Socialism threatens to become a
very live issue lure and national
characteristics may be depended on
to bring about a greater general demonstration than would develop in
the United States in the same length
of time. It is safe to say that the
ranks of the conservative socilaists
have been neatly swelled within the
last two weeks, the increase being
d'scussion
solely due to popular
hrougt about by the publication of a
remarkable article in the "Vie U'us-ireeand the fuss raised by. the authorities over it.
While the article in question was
intended as a sarcastic ship at M..
Jean .lames, the editor of I.'Hutnan-iiear.d at socialism generally, the
failure or the officials to take it in
the spirit in which it was meant,
brought the s'ory into undue prominence and virtual')- the only effect of
,"

National League.

At Chicago

Chicago
New York
Batteries Wicker, Pfelster,
and Moran; McGlnnity and

Bad Breath
Food does not tickle them enough to
make them act.
ThaVs Constipation!
Castor Oil, or "Physic" will help to
slide out one load of trouble, but they
can't help the Cause.

It. H.'E.
2 11

8 12

2
0

and gone Into the dairy business; fed
his cows mostly on sugar cane and
the milk they gave was nearly as
sweet as sugar. Well. wTien that
earthquake come along it shook down
his sheds and he supposed for a little while lhat he was ruined, but he
wasn't. No, sir; it turned out to be
a bonanza for him. It was In this
way: As I said, the cows had been
eating sugar cane and when that
earthquake got hold of them cows it
certainly did snake them up tremendously. Well, sir, when that follow
came to milk, he found out that his
cows were full of the nicest milk
shakes you ever saw. Just sweetened
to the taste. Yes, sir; people would
come for miles and miles and beg for
one of them ready made earthquake
milk shakes. The man Bold 'em Just
as fast as he could milk 'em into
glasses. Truthful James, in Kansas
Mail and Breeze.
A torpid, Inactive liver can produce more bodily ills than almost anything else. It is good to clean the
system out occasionally, stir the liver
up and get into shape generally. The
best results are derived from the use
of De WJtt's Little Early Risers. Reliable, effective, pleasant pills, with a
reputation. Nexer gripe. Sold by J.
H. O'Rlelly & Co.

When You have a

sion of socialistic questions. As the
tale was based on trade unionism carried to extremes, there was a wide
range for argument and what was intended to be humor may have quite
a serious effect in the long run, for
there is but to be a marked Increase
In trade unions now and socialistic
discussion, in this country at least, is
likely to bear fruit.
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Kling
Bresna-ha- n.

In fact, they weaken the Bowel- Muscles more than ever by slackening
them, and by doing work for them
which they should do for themselves.
grow flabby
When your
they need Exercise, to strengthen them
not a shng to support them.
s
grow flabWhen your
by they need Exercise to strengthen
them not "Physic" to pamper them.
"Vest
Then carry the little
Pocket" box constantly with you, and
take a Cascaret whenever you suspect
you need it.
One Cascaret at a time will promptly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coated Tongue,
thus proving clearly its ready, steady,
sure, but mild and effective action.
Have the little 10c Emergency box of
Oascarets constantly near yout
All Druggists sell them over ten million boxes a year, for six years past.
Be very careful to get the genuine made
only by the Sterling Remedy Company
and never sold In bulk. Every tablet
stamped "CCC."
'

Arm-Muscl-

At St. Louis

H.E.I

R.

0 4 3
St. Louis
7 9 3
Philadelphia
Batteries Thompson, Etigan, Raub
and McCarthy; Pittlnger and Dooin.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg

Pittsburg

4

1

er

American League,
R. H. E.
At Washington
4
7
4
Washington
6 13 3
St. Lounis
Batteries SudhofT, Hughes, Hey- don and Kittredge; Smith and Rickey.
At New York
R. H. E.
2
7 5
Chicago
8 13'

Des

Moines

R. H. E.
12 11
0 2

1
4

Zinran;
R. H. E.
3

2

7

3

8

2

Hess;
R.

H.E.

6
9
7 11

3
1

Batteries Koukalik and Gonding;
Bruner and McKay and Towne.
American Association.

At St. Paul
St.

At

post-

-

4
6
7
3
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Louisville

CADETS TAKE THE
SECOND GAME
LOSE

SERIES,

IN

IN

ANOTHER GAME
THIRTEENTH IN-

NING, BY SCORE OF 5 TO 4.

Here is absolute proof that "13" is
a hoodoo. At least it proved to be
anything but a "rabbit's Rot" for the
Browns at Uoswell yesterday.
This
appendage of iKiir.e Fortune belongs
to the Roswell cadets. It's an illwlnd
that blows notiody good. While the
thirteenth inning proved lucky for
the cadets, it proved to be unlucky
for the Duke City's bunch of ball
players. After pitching steadily for
seven innings, holding the Cadets
down t a few scattering hits, and
no runs, Gallego.s
let down in the
elg'hth inning, allowing the military
lioys to tie the score. Then for four
innings both teams buckled down to
the
quality of the !ort
o mechanically was the horse-hidhandled trial a game called on ac
count of darkness seemed ossilih
but n m.cI gcl luck awaited
the
loys ir brown. The cadets pushed a
man across ti e plate in the thlrteenta
'tilling ani, 'he game was won. Th;
gllt-'dge-

e

scon-

-

.ui

f,

tn

A

te

Bowel-Muscle-

ten-ce- nt

tha time to take a

THAT'S

your tongue Is coated,
you have Heartburn,
Belching, Acid Risings in throat,
When Pimples begin to peep out,
When your Stomach Gnaws or Burns,
That's the time to check coming Constipation, Indigestion and Dyspepsia.
One single Candy Cascaret will do It if
taken at the right minute, Just when you
first feel the need of It.
A "Cascaret in time Is worth nine"
later on.

OIL DRILLERS STRUCK

TRENTON LIMESTONE.
The drillers sinking & test well In
the supposed oil fields twelve mHos
east of Roswell, atruck Trenton limestone at a depth of 885 feet some
days ago, and have now drilled over
lot) feet in that formation. The news
created some excitement amonjr (holders of oil claims. Isaac Canfleld, the
oil exjpert, who is superintending the
drilling. Bays no one can tell how
much thicker the limestone will prove
to 'be, but that the thicker It is the
thicker will be th oil sand, which Is
always found under the Trenton limestone. He says that this is the finest
Trenton limestone that has ever been
found west of ithe Missouri river, and
wherever it has been found in other
regions, oil has leen found under It.
Mr. Canfleld says that he feels absolutely certain that oil will be struck
'

Cascarets don't Purge, nor Weaken,
nor waste Digestive Juices tn flooding
out the Bowels, like Salts, Castor Oil,

"Physics."

TO OUR FRIENDS!
tPWe FREE,
want to send to ear friends a beautiful

they act like Exercise on the
But,
Muscles that shrink and expand the Intestines, thus pushing the Food on Naturally to its Finish.
When the Bowel Muscles grow flabby
weak, or lazy from want of Exercise, the

BONBON BOX.

French-deslene- d,

in colors.
It It a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps 1 asked is a
measure of good faith and to cover cost ot Cucarett,
W2
with which tKlsTatnty trinket Is loaded.
y,
mentioning thii paper. Address
Send
Sterling Remedy Company. Chicago or New York.

the

In

X
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WINSTON CHURCHILL.
Special Correspondence:
London, May 22. The extraordinary success of young Winston Churchill, the under secretary for colonial
affairs, has roused against him a vein
of animus remarkably strong even for
political life. His chief antagonist is,
of course, that old parliamentary head,
Jos. Chamberlain, the protectionist
leader. Whenever there is a colonial
debate, It resolves itself Into a verbal
duel between these two imsn.
The parliamentary session is Just
getting hot. The difficulty with Natal
showed that all the forces of protectionist capitalists aided by the newspapers of South African mine owners,
will be used to stir up feelings against
the liberal government. It is thus
that young Winston Churchill will

4

I'nlilo. many games laln led "a pilch
er's battle," this wi's a game of hit
ting and hVMlng. Each team secured
"!"Vi'ii hits, and each team ficldud
(lean, Galleos struck out seven m n
and Hester did likewise. ."li;lly"
t
NV'ier can
a good game, and
"Youiu" f'lancy's K'iek work proved
'.) I.e i feaiuiv of the game. The
of the series
is being
thirl
played teis afternoon.
The Browns
are expected home tin Friday night.

f

S

if,

.

JOS. CHAMBERLAIN,
have to sustain one of the most Important roles in this cabinet. Some
say he Is the rock upon which the
government ship will split What la
more probable Is that he himself will
kick over the traces and break away.
But it is odd for one who is, perhaps, the hardest hitter In British,
politics, that he la himself singularly
sensitive to caustic criticism. On this
depends whether his career will be
short and meteoric, or whether, by development of steadier qualities, he will
rise superior to the stings and arrows
of his adversaries. If he does the latter, not all the whlggery still remaining in British liberalism will be able
to prevent this brilliant son of an
American mother from becoming the
idolized leader of British democracy.

well.

Mines and Minerals

For a painful burn there is nothing like l)e Witt's Witch Hazel Salve.
There are a host of imitations of De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve on the market see that you get the penuine.
of ore during the present week. The
BLIND MINER OBJECTS
Ask for PeWitt's. Good, too, for
TO CITY LIFE present favorable outlook being procuts, bruises, and especially
Henry P. Ewlng, the blind miner, duced by the last round of shots put
recommended for piles. The name
H. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago, is on after a visit of two weeks in Kingman off Saturday evening. Much of the ore
every box. Sold l.y J. H. O'Rlelly & with friends, departed Wednesday to taken out In development work shown
his mines near Vivian, says the Min- horn silver freely, and a considerable
Co.
of Roswell, on the main street of Ar-- j
FOREST RANGER WADE
er. He says that he cannot stand the quantity of same is being sacked for
HAS RESIGNED. tesia.
Gillert was knocked down "What," gasped former Senator monotony of town life and wishes to future shipment. Four men have been
Forest Ranger It. K. Wade, who with a rock, and as he arose, lie at- Chandler, In a conversation with a re- live close to nature among the mines constantly employed on this property
has been connected with the Gila tacked Van Winkle with a knife,
porter. "Io you expect me to call of the great San Francisco district. since the Inception of the least, and
a terrible gash in his arm and Senator Tillman a liar?" No. Bill, no Mr. Ewlng Is engaged in writing a as a result of their well directed efforest reserve, and has iheld quite a
responsible position in that line, has stomach.
unless there are a couple of police- sketch of Indian life and some articles forts, the lessees are now apparently
Van Winkle came near bleeding to men around to hold him!
on the mining history of this county. on the verge of success.
tendered, his resignation to the foresdeath and is in a serious condition.
try department.
Gilbert was taken overland to Carls-- !
LEASE ON THE
Stomach Troubles.
LITTLE CHIEF MINE
bad and placed in Jail. Later, he
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
SILVER CITY NATIONAL
RICH IN SILVER
COPPER ROSE MINE
WILL ASK EXTENSION. waived a iprellminary hearing and bis respected resident of Falsonla, Miss.,
O. S. Osborn, a pramlnent mining
It is reported that Thomas McMa-ho- n
Iramedl-latelbond
$500.
was
with
stomoch
for
was fixed at
6ick
He
trouble
The charter of the Silver City Nahas struck a rich body of silver operator ot El Paso, has taken a lease
gave a bond for $27,000.
Chamber- ore In the Little Chief mine, Stockton on the Copper Rose mine from George
moreT than six
months.
tional bank expires on June 26 of this
E.
W.
Stiimach
Gilbert, a brother of the man lain's
and Liver Tablets Hill, near Kingman. The Little Chief Kresge of Hanover, Grant county. Tho
year, and the bank has applied tothe
treasury department for an extension attacked by Van Winkle, had filed a cured her. She says: "I can now Is the property of the W'. H. Taggart Copper Rose is one of the oldest
I
want
valued
contest
on
a claim
at $6,000, eat anything
and am the Mercantile company and Is known to mines in the Santa Rita district. It
of charter for another twenty years.
National Bank Examiner J. W. Nor-vel- l and this started he difficulty. There proudest woman in the world to find have produced fully JKHJ.OUO in silver. was worked thirty years ago by the
contests filed such a good medicine." For sale by Recently a small vein of rich silver Mc Gregor brothers and considerable
was at Silver City last week to have been numerous
ore was opened up in the property in rich ore taken out ut that time. Since
examine and check up the bank pre- (here and many killings are freely pre- all druggists. Samples free.
paratory to making recommendations dicted.
doing assessment work and several then It has changed hands frequently
finally being acquired by George
tons of ore shipped from it. Mr.
for an extension of the charter.
ARIZONA BARLEY CROP
in looking over tho mine dis- Kresge. Tho property Is Btlll considBARTENDER FACES A
REPORTED VERY LARGE.
covered another ore body and after ered a valuable one by raining men.
CHARGE OF ARSON.
securing a lease proceeded to develop Mr. Osborn has put a force of men
The first barley this season was
James C. Blackwtll is facing a Jury threshed on the ranch of Frank Murdeveloping the mine under the direc"How do you feel after your long it.
in the district court at Roswell on phy, east of Phoenix, says the Graphic.
tion of Charles Campbell. The Copride?''
automobile
A COPPER COMPANY
the charge of firing the Sheridan The quality is excellent, and considper Roso lies ubout seven miles east
upset."
all
"Oh
enMAKING IMPROVEMENTS of Santa Hita near San Ixirenzo.
block May 28, of last year. The
ering the acreage plau'ed, the. yield
O
tire block was destroyed, and at t'ne has been especially good all over the
on
The llurro Mountain Copper comyou do anything foolish
"Did
same hour, shortly after midnight, a vaiey. The entire cr p this season, your wedding trip?"
pany of Grant county has ordered one CHLORIDE FLAT
serious fire broke out in the residence it is estimated, will Htnoiint to alxntt
COMING TO FRONT
inch
mile of one and
"Yes took my wife along."
portion of the city. At the lime, 15,000,000 pounds. The wheat crop
pipe, a gasoline pump and a large tank
Mining operations In Chloride Flat,
lilackwell was a bartender in the will run between 7.f"" '"l' and 8,000,-00John Alex., Etc., IXiwie has a new which will be used in establisning a; Grant county, are now being conduct-te- d
block destroyed.
pounds. The weather of theiast greeting for use In Zion City. It's wuter supply for the freighting teams'
on a larger and more successful
between Silver City and l'opo!d. The scale ttmn they have for some years
be. n ideal for both "Police to thee."
weeks
three
has
PLENTY OF FRUIT
crops, the cool nights and the warm
water will be obtained from George past. The fact that one mine is shipAND VEGETABLES. days being
Father Ga.pon's Sublett's ranch
All chiul't, a'iout
about one mile from ping large quantities of rich ore has ti
t'ne best weather that
1
pera
ng
of
resident
Dr. L. Hins. .v
whereabou's have been removed
wagon road and pumped through tendency to spur other operators on
pr vailed.
the
could have
years
Springer, but who for several
manently. He has been buried.
the pipe line to a 3,hmi gallon tank-- j to greater efforts. When no paying
has been In the fruit and vegetable TARR-VAwhich will be placed on the r lad furl ore is being produced, the incentive
MARTER
secretary?"
private
you
a
valley,
"Have
raising business in the Mesilla
AT KINGMAN.
above purpose. The large number leading to the expenditure of money
the
WEDDING
appromy
but.
have,
I
wife
diil
week
"No.
near l.as Cruces. writes us this
of freighting teams now kept l.usv by and labor In the attempt to open up
at
Methevetiinn
Last
pigeonone
except
Tuesday
the
it
seaof
all
crop
priated
this
that he expects a big
the liurro Mountain Copper company rich ore bodies is reduced to a miniHe also odist Episcopal church, .lesse A. Tarr hole."
son and is kept very busy.
hauling to and from their ctiinp has mum, and while this latter condition
were
Van
in
and
united
Elsie
Mailer
a
years
says that H. II. Stewart, for
to you, made aliove enterprise necessary.
Ixxtk
an
have existed some time back,
mind's
niuy
tnv
marriage,
I.
Farr,
officiating.
ien
"If
Rev.
H.
citizen of Springer, but now living in
O
it certainly docs not prevail at the
Albuquerque, visited with him several The little church, whicii was pro- r "I' it." l'!i-HIDDEN
TREASURE
Your mind's a blank
present time; on the contrary, a great
in
fusely decorated urh flowers and
days recently. Springer Stockman.
BEING OPERATED deal of ore is being brought to the
vines, was filled to the doors with III. il."
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poned; rain.
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Columbus
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Kansas City
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Sullivan;
and
Batteries Smith
Ort hand Klelnow.
R. H.E.
At Boston
1
3
2
Boston
Detroit
.'..6 9 2
Batteries Siever
and Schmidt;
Harris and Graham.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
0
8 11
Cleveland
4
5 11
Philadelphia
Batteries Joss and Clark; Bender;
Dygert and Schreck.
Western League.
At Lincoln
Lincoln
Pueblo
Batteries Harmon
and
Stimmel and Messitt.
At Sioux City
Sioux City
Denver
Batteries JacWson
and
Wright and Weigardt. '
At Omaha
Omaha
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0

0 9 1
Bosotn
Batteries Leever and Gibson, Dor-nand Needham.
R. II. E.
At Cincinnati
0 10 0
Cincinnati
4 10 1
Brooklyn
Batteries Chech and Schlel; Mcln-tyr- e
and Bergen.
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Albuquerque Is by no means the only plaoo apaliiKt
which there was railway discrimination tinder the old
regime. Even so 'great a city as St. lmis flnds Itself In
the same predicament. Speaking along the same lines
as those covered by The Citizen's editorial last evening
and, by tho way, The Citizen Is much pleased to see Its
positions so ably endorsed by the Journal this morning
the Globe Democrat said the other day:
"The communication sent by the Business Men's
league to the freight committee of the eastern lines at St.
lxmis Contains a series of unanswerable arguments for
the equitable treatment of this city. The special charges
this city Is required to pay, and which are a distinct
handicap upon it, are so great in amount that their totals
are withheld from the public. Publicity in this respect
has long been denied, for the simple reason that full
knowledge of the extra millions gathered here by railroads entering from the east would Intensify the conviction that St. Louis Is not getting fair treatment In comparison with other large cities. The Business Men's league. In common with citizens generally, asks that St.
Louis, like other cities, be made a basing point, and be
freed from the exactions now resting upon It exclusively.
St. iouis Is exceptionally loaded down and told
to compete as best It can with other cities that tear
no such burden, and whose terminals within their own
limits are under constant Improvement. Give St. Louis a
fair deal."
As the business men of St. Louis formed a league
and took up this matter of unequal rates, so should the
business men of Albuquerque organize to carry this
question up to the railway officials, and If necessary up to
the Interstate Commerce commission Itself.

State Bill Results

One of the most conservative presentations of the
outcome of the rate bill legislation In the senate, which
The Citizen has thus far seen, is the following from the
Courier Journal: As might have been foreseen, the president, brought face to face with the issue of his own preference and a breach In his party, obtains the best terms
That
he can for himself, and holds to his party.
Mr. Aldrlch has played his hand skillfully, even mercilessly, the Tillman lead, in the outset a master-strokwhilst holding the good but still pulsant Allison in reserve, and his best cards close to his bosom for the final
coup, Is merely to say that the Rhode Island senator Is
no amateur; because, from the professional point of
view and from the first, he had all the advantages which
In gambling, are known to belong to "the bouse." The
president stood for the occasion in the attitude of a rank
outsider. To the regular republicans of the senate, as far
as the rate bill went, he was "the entire stranger," to be
wheedled, or drugged, as the case might require, but In
Nevertheany and every event, to be fleeced.
less, though we get nothing to speak of in the rate bill,
and thought the various trust Investigations come to
nothing, the country will owe a great debt to Theodore
Roosevelt. He has done in a day, as it were, what no
other man could have done in a decade; brought the people to a realizing sense of the existence and operations
of that insidious power, which has been, ever since the
war of sections, stealthily Intrenching itself at Washington, and reaching thence into the manufacturing districts
' and
the money centers, and slowly, but surely, preparing
to replace the oligarchy of African slavery with the oligarchy of organized money.
e,

R.ussiara Situation

The Outlook has this to say concerning the political
condition in Russia, and says it truly and well:
. "In
spite of the peaceful, and, in a way, promising
opening of the douma, all the elements of a tragedy are
In the situation at St. Petersburg; an aroused people determined to have thedr rights; a stolid and Ignorant peasantry who may be swept by gnsts of destructive passion;
a small, resolute group of revolutionists eager to take any
opportunity to overthrow the existing order; a large
group of highly organized officials determined to preserve
order and stupily blind to the signs of the times around
and vacillating ruler who
them: and a
changes his mind from day to day."
well-meani-

New Mexican: The friends of Granville A. Richard
of Roswell are at work to secure his nomination as
the democratic candidate for delegate to the sixtieth con
gress, should such an official be voted for in this fall's
campaign. They are at work with a will and vim and
propose to land the nomination for their candidate. Letter from Mr. Richardson himself, and from his friends
have been received lately by prominent democratic poli
ticians and the political Richardson pot is already .at a
foiling heat. It is evident that he and his friends are of
the belief that the unterrlfied democracy stands a good
how In this fall's campaign In the Sunshine Territory.
This need not alarm the republicans. Should a delegate
be voted for, the history of the last four campaigns will
repeat Itself, no matter what the name of the democratic
candidate shall or will be. In the meantime, the situation
will soon become interesting and that is what the news
papers want.
Bon

moexx
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Lying Just off Sowell's Point, Hampton Roads, Virginia, within sight of an army of men who nre at. work
orecllng buildings on the beautiful site on which tho
Jamestown exposition Is to be held next year, lies a veteran sloop of war whose history Is deeply interesting to
all Americans.
She was a warship carrying our flag on tho sens before the majority of those now living were born. That
she should be, bearing the name she does, lying off Sowell's Point, rocking herself to sleep forever and by reason of another circumstance which soon shall be told, Is
a strange coincidence. She Is the United States
Jamestown, which was on the 8th day of May, 1802,
busily throwing solid shot on a company of gentlemen In
gray who were ensconced behind sand hillocks hastily
raised on the spot where the workers are erecting tho
exposition buildings.
The ship Jamestown Is still In the service of the gov
ernment, having been stationed several years ago at the
point where she now lies anchored for the Marine Hob-pitservice as quarantine station. In the records which
the navy department keeps, and admirably, of our warships, It Is recited that she has not "stood to sea" since
1892.
She was built at the Norfolk navy yard and
launched in 1844 and on the 25th of January sailed on her
maiden voyage, bound for the African station and under
command of R. B. Cunningham.
She mounted 20 guns, was of 1,150 register, 163 feet
long, with 32 foot beam. She hasn't shrunk any since
then, but ships of her rank in tho navy built nowadays are
five to ten times larger than she. She was a thundering
ship, though, when she was built and her battery must
have been something dreadful, especially when her armament was changed In 1801 and twenty
monsters were put aboard and their noses poked through
shot
her ports. Fourteen of these each threw a
smooth bores. The first im
and six of them were
portant service she was engaged in was In the cause of
humanity, and lest the Irish forget, her name will be dear
to them forever. In March, 1847, when famine was raging In Ireland she sailed from Boston, conveying a full
cargo of food stuffs, the gift of America to that race who
are close to her heart, many of whose sons she has
adopted and many of whom have marched with her on
glorious fields.
In July, 1858, the Jamestown was at Havana, too, as
the naval records recite, "to resist the right of search
by British."
In October of the same year she was at
Graytown, Nicaragua, searching for filibusters who, under
command of General Walker, sought to free Cuba by a
forcible Invasion, a thing which we did officially fifty
years later. On June 15, 1861, we having a little family
at Nortrouble on, the Jamestown was
folk and stood to sea on June 12th.
Then she
came back to Hampton Roads, within a few miles of her
native home, and threw shot nt the Johnnies on Sewell's
Point. Many of these missiles have been dug up since
the excavating for the exposition buildings was begun
there.
Who Is there who would have thought that from this
planting of shot such a harvest would be reaped, and
that on the shore where the pines stood waiting while
the Monitor and Merrimac were engaged in their little
shell game within the sound, almost, of the whispering
trees a city, bright with wondrous Ugh, would shine upon
the sea; that bora of tho throes of that combat splendid
steel ships of foreign nations would came and stand ou
Sewell's Point, across the water from Craney Island,
where we once had a misunderstanding with our English
mother, to assist us in commemorating the landing of
the colonists and to see the marvelous accomplishment
of the descendants of that handful of Englishmen whose
immigration led to the building of a new world and the
lighting of it by the torch of liberty the indistinguishable fire which has flickered but never failed.
Representative Harry L, Maynard of the Norfolk dlstrict has set his heart upon having a warship built at the
Norfolk navy yard during the Jamestown exposition. He
thinks that the millions who come here will team much
from seeing a modern ship under construction and that
their interest in our splendid navy and In the matter of
its upbuildig will thus be aroused. He has asked the
congress to let Norfolk build another warship which he
will name Jamestown.
The suggestion has fired the
Tidewater Virginians who have heard of It. They are for
Jamestown, John Smith, the descendants of Pocahontas
and a big navy by an overwhelming majority.
The sloop-of-wJamestown received Alaska from
the czar of the Russias and put the stars and stYipes
over that piece of the frozen north which Secretary Se
ward had Just bought from the czar of the Russias and
was almost alone In considering a bargain. The James
town on October 8, 1867, lay in the harbor of Sitka, while
as the navy recites, "The Russian flag was hauled down
and the American flag was hoisted on the government
house." Afterward she loafed around the seas for more
than the lifetime of the ordinary ship before she fetched
up In the magnificent harbor where she now lies upon
calm blue waters framed In green.

Improvement of the roads is always in order. The
New Mexican has been making a specialty of that theme
for months, and will have full need of continuing its ex
years
hortations for months to come. For twenty-tw- o
this writer knows that the public roads of New Mexico
have been execrable. In the very edge of this city, the
road down the valley is impassable, and travelers must go
through the hog ranch of the city scavenger either to
come to town or go down the valley by the valley road.
The business men will do well to take this mutter in
hand, for there should be no restrictions on locul trade
by bad roads, any more than upon wholesale trade by discriminating railroad exactions.
New Mexican: The New Mexico potato Is an aristodwell on mountain peaks and the best
on the peaks of the Pecos, Sacramento

crat. It loves to
tubers are raised

and lilack rannes. Fortunately, the terrlory baa enough
of its acreage at an elevation of IO.immi feet and more to
give ground sufficient for raising all the potatoes that are
consumed in the southwest. Potato farming is profitable
and easy and it Is a wonder that instead of 5o,ooo bushels
a year the farmers of New Mexico do not raise annually
half a million dollars worth of the tubers.
Gallup Republican: It is reported that Hon. 11. S.
Rodey is the recipient of an appointment to the highest
office in the Judiciary of Porto Rico. Mr. Rodey has not
confirmed the report, but it is from such a good source
that It is believed by bis friends. Certainly the
gate from this territory is deserving of political recog-nito- n
from the people of New Mexico and should he de
cide not to accept the island uppointment he will be
placed In an honorable office by the people of Arizona the
Great at a time not fur In the future.
ex-de- le

Otero Advertiser: A great many of our fanners and
ranchmen are preparing to put in their crops in the near
future. They are not inclined to depend on "dry farming
alone to raise them to maturity, but rather to let the Mood
waters do the irrigating and cultivating also, it seems
hat industrious cultivation with the proper tools would
bo all the better. A crop was never killed by over cultl
vat Ion If It was done rightly.
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..ChoiGe Underwear.,

I
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Lead and Copper.
New York. May 2.1. lyead, quiet, at
$j.7."fi $0; copper, firm at $lS.751t!
$19.(10.

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the. material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

cows and heifers,
beeves, $l.1"fi0;
ll.T.'ifi 3. SO; stockers and feeders,
$2.7!i4.!Mi; Texans, Ult t.00; calves,
$lf(6.25.
Shcfp Receipts, 16,000; market is
string; sheo, $4.756.40; lambs,
$3.5(1

j

TTJNDERWEAR

Chicago Live Stock,
Chicago, May 23. Cattle Receipts,
22.0HO; market steady to 10c lower;

j ti.S.V

Provisions.
O'llcago. M.iy 23. Following were
closing rices today:
Wheat May, 83c; July, 817
i

82c.

Corn

Oats
Pork
Ribs
$9.05.

Every Man May be Fitted.

48c;
33c;

May.
July, 4714c
May,
July, 33c.
May, $15.57V4; July, S15.C7
May, fx. 524; July, $8.60.
May, $8.!)74; July, $9.02

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50 C.

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, May 23. Following were
dliwlng quotations today:

Fine Qothing and

Furnithingt

'Grit arad Ability

Will Always Win

SK000000CK0000
John Booth of Drake university,

Des Moines, won the
Interstate oratorical contest at Toneka. Kansas. And
thereby hangs a tale.
Two years ago Booth represented the university in
the state contest. The judges on comparison threw ins
oration out, charging that he was guilty of plagiarism as
to some of his sentences. Booth had followed a habit of
his high school days In appropriating literary matter and
did not realize what he had done. The public disgrace of
the exposure brought him up with a short turn. But
Booth was plucky. He made a speech to the students at
chapil In which he pledged himself to live down the mis
take. And he vowed to them he would yet bring credit
to the school that bad backed him. The young man
went to work on a new oration, "The Power of Convic
tion." It was every bit his own. He wrote and
He inserted, cut out, polished and perfected his compos!
tion. And he practiced constantly in is delivery. After
two years of hard labor on this speech he again offered
himself as a candidate to represent his school.
Booth's new oration was not an ordinary effort. By
some means there was woven into it something oi tne
travail of a proud spirit cut to the quick, something, too,
of the fire of his boyish determination to redeem himself.
There was in it the potency of manliness. It rang true on
the anvil of human hearts. The young orator easily won
his chance to go again to the state contest. When it came
to that contest this light haired, slender fellow with his
soul in his face was in a class all by himself. Meantime
he worked, practiced and longed for bis greater chance
At Topeka came the supii tne tet of the boyish vow. Nine
stale representatives had spoken. Booth of Iowa was the
tenth, next to the lust. It was midnight. The audienc
was worn and tired. Hut who is this young man diflVren
from the others? There is a subtle winsotneness in hi
boyish presence, something that appeals. Tho people sit
up straight.
Booth sways them, wins them, captures
them and holds them In the hollow of his hand. Power.
M)ise, pathos, magnetism! His peroration Is like a storm
moving over the swaying reeds. "Booth, of Iowa, first
in thought, first in composition, first In delivery!"
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Clothing and
Furnishings

Ufoe

Policy of thA Store

O

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

MANY ENTRIES AT THE

WINNIPEG HORSE SHOW.
Winnipeg. Man., May 23. The an
nual horse show under the auspices
of the Winnipeg Horse Show associa
tion, will be opened this evening at
the auditorium. The building Is nearly
as large as the Arena, in Montreal,
where the big horse shows are usually held, and Is well equipped for
show purposes. The number of en- ries is highly satisfactory, and some
of the finest horses of western Can
ada are among those exhibited. Even
Ontario, Quebec and the
United
States are represented in the show.
The exhibition will last three days.

THE NAME

Wm. ChapSm
PI

JUDGE REFUSES TO ENJOIN
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES.
Decatur, III., May 23. JudgeJohns
today refused the application for an
injunction to restrain a union of
the Presbyterian
churches ef this
state. ' He said the case had no parallel in the Jurisprudence of the
United States; that the church should
be treated as a voluntary organization, tihe acts of whose 'highest tri
bunal are binding on all members and
could not he interfered with by the
courts so. long as iu acts were fair
and honest. He1 held that a court of
equity should not pass on doctrinal
matters, decisions of ecclesiastical
Judiciaries being binding in civil
courts as a matter of faith.
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

IVm. CHAPLIN
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiere, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Denimore, (al-

most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
(almost new); 2
Fox,
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new 6tock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Call-graph- s;

G. S. RAMSAY,

CASINO

401

West Railroad Avenue.

e

JEMEZHOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Cooking with coal or wood in warm
weather is a trying ordeal
With
a Gas Stove cooking is a pleasure
and gas costs less than coal or wood.
Call on us, or 'phone and our representative will
call on you. Public demonstrations at the Electric Building every Tuesday 2:30 P. M. to 4:30
P. M. Friday 7:30 P. M. to 9 P. M.

,

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every
and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
13. BLOCK,
Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

Light and Power Co.

Monday,-Wednesda-

r. G.

PRATT & CO.

Solo agents for Casino Canned 0xhIs
&
Co.'s Coffin's,
las. Hce-UlIm-boi-

n's Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Ilillsboro

Creamery 11 utter
liarih.

H--

on

0

Wholesale liquor and

Dairy.W. E.

Ciar

Dealers

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, phone,

Jlk.

89.

1500

S.

MAUGER

WOOL

-

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS Orders Solicitvd.
Free
MONDAY, MAY 28.
South Second Street.

2

Exclusive Agent for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Joa. Sehlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 1!9. Salesroom, 111 Souto Tint
Street. Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

Highland Jersey

Groceries.

o

MENU SERVED

"
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THE HOT SUMMER
IS ALMOST HERE

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

JESUS ROMERO,
NESTOR MONTOYA,
MANUEL R. SPRINGER.
Committee.

lit

'

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

tion.

full house

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

SUNDAY

'

A

ng.

x-x-x

.

X

0

Saturday, 7: 30 p. m. Solemn vespers
and illumination at the Cathedral;
30 p. m. Concert at Old Town park
by First Regiment band.
Sunday at 5 a. m. Gun salute by
Old Town battery; 8:30 a. m., concert
by First Regiment band and at 9:30
a. m., solemn high mass and panegyric of St. Phillip by a Franciscan friar,
at the Cathedral; 1 p. m salvos of ar
tillery by Old Town battery and music
by the band; 2 p. m., foot races hymen and sack races
by boys, for
prizes.
From 2:30 to 3 p. m., military man
euvers by Companies E and.G of the
National Guard, under Captains Ruppe
and La Lon.
From 3 to 4 p. m., climbing of greas
ed pole, chicken pulling and pony
races for prizes.
At 4 p. m., solemn procession of
Holy Patron Saint through the Drln- cipal streets, attended by priests and
choir and religious societies in full
regalia, banners, etc.
At 7:30 n. m.. solemn benediction
with blessed sacrament at Cath'edral.
At s p.m., concert by the band and
ddresses by prominent citizens of
Albuquerque and Old Town.
At 9 p. in., music by the band, fire
works and balloon ascensions.
It is requested by the committee
that the residents in West Railroad
avenue In Old Town and those residing in the plaza decorate their houses
and places of business on the eve
and feast day.
1 he committee cordially Invites the
residents of the city of Albuquerque
and vicinity to Join us in the celebra-

AT THE

X

X- -X

.

shoes.

FEAST OF ST. FLLIPE

)E

-i

3000

greeted the Iierger-GrosS'ock company at their midweek matinee this afternoon, w'uen
the luamiful rural play, "The Pard-ners.w:is presented, the audience
being almost entirely ladies and children.
,t the matinee, the members
of the company acting as hosts,
the audience in the ivies of
warn
waitresses,
ia.ssing
utid
(,
around
CIeain and cake, gratis.
The treat was something out of the
o'M i.mv with theatrical aggregations,
and v is thoroughly aimreciateil
hv
t
I'!' sent.
Ill In Grose, the handcuff king,
will
miii in ills specially, which
lias a i.ieted t!ie notice of vaudeville
'tiaii.t rs all over the country, havin;;
n
nresinteil in s;m.- - of th
hot oi.leville houses of America
Hers $ ' lew aid for any one
w !:
hi secure him In handcuffs or
Ml.:e;..
from which no cannot ef-- .
member feet ills scape within fifteen niln-

A CHEERFUL GIVER.
The "Safe" Congressman See that new
Tucumcari New,s: Major Llewellyn Is In Washington
talking statehood. He believes that New Mexico is en- from the west? He told me that he never traveled on a
titled to admlsblon, whether Arizona is to come in or not pass.
The Railway Lobbyist
);d it sound like a boast or a
That la exactly what we think about this matter. We be.
Puck.
lleve the family row with Arizona should be discontinued hint

75c.

Choice thin Underwear in other good
to $4.50 per garment.

won

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City, Mo., May 23. Cattle
Receipts, 7.0OO, Including 400 southerns; market slew and steady; native steers.
$4.255.60; souithern
steers, $3.504.6O;
cows.
southern
$2.504; native cows and heifers,
$2.305.25; stockers and feeders,
$3.254.55; bulls. $2.504.50; calves,
13 6.50; western fed steers. $3. 75
5; western fed cows, $2.50(3'4.
Sheep Receipts, 7.000; market is
steady; muttons, $56.25; lambs, $5
7.C5; range
wethers, $3.256.40;
ted ewes, $4.756.25.

00X)yvxx0XXK0XX000X)00000

per garment.

fabrics,

88- Atchison, common
.'
Atchison, preferred
102'4
New York Central
1384
Pennsylvania
132
64V4
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific, common
148
94 V
Union Pacific, preferred
Amalgamated Copper
107'i
United States Steel, common.. 4oU
United States Steel, preferred. .105
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SEVERELY'BEATS

OLD HAN

IF

0. P. iiovey, Undersheriff at Algodones, Shot and
II-

-

TERRITORIAL FAIR

--

e

b

Suiting his actions to his words Hovey climbed out of the buggy and
started for the house.
The Fatal Shot Fired.
Just as he entered the doorway
Madden, who had secured a Winchester rifle, which had been in another
part of the house at the time of tbo
fight, fired point blank at Hovey, the
bullet, a
caliber, entering the
latter's body two inches to the right
of the right nipple and coming out
of the left side, Just below the short
ribs.
Hovey fell in his tracks, killed instantly.
Immediately after the killing Madden
"Was taken in charge by Ciriaco Lobato
a deputy sheriff. 'An Inquest was 'held
last night by Justice of the Peace
Juan Mondragon, and Madden was
taken to Jail at Bernalillo.
J. S. Tucker Gives Version.
J. S. Tucker, a general merchant of
Algodones, gives the following version
of the affair:
"As near as I can learn Hovey drove
to Madden's home and after beating
up the old man returned to his buggy,
presumably to drive away, when one
Felipe Garcia came up, attracted by
Madden's screams for help.
"Hovey asked him if he wanted to
be a witness, adding: 'I'm going back
now an dkill the s U ' and walked
toward the house again. As he entered the front door Madden fired,
killing him instantly.
Beginning of the Feud.
"The feud between the two men
dates back to the election of two years
ago at which time both were candidates for Justice of the peace. Hovey
was elected on the face of the returns, but Madden claimed fraud. Hovey was seated, however. Since that
time they have been bitter enemies,
opposed in all political proceedings, but
last night's affray was the first actual
blows that had ever passed between
them. Madden has lived at Algodones
for the past eight years, was a former
Justice of the peace and did odd carpenter jobs for a living. Hovey leaves
a wife and four children, the youngest
six months old and the eldest, the one
in the buggy with him, 11 years old."
45-9- 0
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RIOTERS

The funeral arrangements have not
yet been made. The body is in a bad
condition which will probably necessi
tate burial today, although there Is
some talk of holding the remains until
tomorrow to await iho arrival of relatives.
Bernalillo Man'a Account.
Seigfried Seligman, manager of the
Bernalillo Mercantile company, tells
the following account of the killing:
"it seems that Hovey went to Gon- zales' home, where Madden lived, and
beat the latter quite severely, as
Madden's hands are very badly bruis
ed, and he has a big bruise and gash
on the back of his head. Hovey then
got into his buggy and started to drive
away when he saw Felipe Garcia, a
neighbor, approaching
and turned
back. After asking Garcia if he wanted
to be a witness he said ne was going
back and finish Madden. He walked
to the door and started to enter when
0
Madden fired, the bullet, a
caliber, entering Hovey's right breast,
coming out the left side and killing
the latter instantly. Madden was taken
to Bernalillo by Deputy Sheriff Lobato
after the inquest was held last night.
The preliminary examination is set
for tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.
Hovey was about 42 years of age. A
quarrel has existed between the two
men for the past two years over po
litical differences. There are no threats
of vengeance against Madden heard
here and the people seem to think that
the old man acted entirely in self defense."
Madden Former Albuquerquean.
Madden, some eight years ago, left
this city for Algodones. He resided
here for a long time, holding the office of police Judge prior to the incumbency of Judge Crawford, who
succeeded him. He was also elected
Justice of the peace here several
times. He was an
but did
not lose the leg which he is minus in
the war, but suffered the misfortune
to be run over by a Santa Fe train at
the Tijeras avenue crossing this city,
some fifteen or eighteen years ago, receiving a large amount of money in
damages from the road in recompense.
Before being elected justice of the
peace he worked as a carpenter. He
is obev 60 years of age. Shortly after giving way to Judge Crawford as
police Judge he leased the Grand Central hotel and conducted it for about
one and a half years.
Hovey Well Known Here.
Hovey, the man who was killed, is
well known to a large number of
especially in political
circles. Originally he came from Santa Fe. He has lived at Algodones for
many years and leaves 3 wife and
four chifdren. He held 'many Bmall
political offices in Sandoval county
and has been prominently identified
with the politics of that county since
its organization.
Although there has been a feud existing between the two men for the
past two years it is thought that ne
trouble which led up to Hovey's al- tack on Madden and his subsequent
demise, was cauEed by Madden caus
ing charges to be filed a short time
ago againBt Hovey, for conducting a
baile at which liquor was sold and
gambling conducted, without the prop
er license. The charges were made
before Judge Abbott, and the case was
heard at the recent term of court,
when District Attorney Clancy sensationally denounced the Sandoval
county grand jury as being unfair.
However, Hovey was tried on the
charges filed by Madden and acquitted.
Although Hovey was found not guilty it is said that he was doubly bitter
against Madden, for causing the
charges to be filed against him, in
addition to the troubles that already
existed between them, and that this
episode was in reality the cause of
the quarrel and subsequent killing last
night.
It is learned today that Hovey, as
a deputy sheriff, had gone to the
house to serve a writ on Gonzales.
Finding Gonzales away, but Madden
there and alone, he then assaulted
the latter.
45-9-

VERY

GO SCOT FREE
WARRING FACTIONS ARE
COMPLAINT
TO MAKE
ER'S NOSE IS BROKEN.

FAIN
SPAD-

At a late hour this afternoon no arrests had been made as a result 01
the fight, which took place at the
Mile End saloon en Monday evening,
in which several men were severely
injured. The sheriff's office declares
that none of the parties who to:.k
part in tne fight will make complaint
and that the authorities are powerless to make any arrests without
some
to tne affiir making complaint.
Charles Spader, who wad struck
across the nose with s.me iuavy
is still at the Mile End saloon, but the physician in attendance
says that his injuries are not of a serious nature. Spader's nose is broken.
John Webb, proprietor of the Mile
End saloon, also suffered a tevere
natives said to
beating. The n vt
have committed the assault on Spader and Webb are said to be. f the
aairie tacti, n that assaulted .). i!.
Xipp some liuie ago.
s

11

Fl'NEKALS

The funeral u renionit

s

over the

re-

mains of Mrs. Sarah Dye, wife of the,
proprietor of the Kio Granite Lumber
at
yards, took place this
2:3o o'clock from the (). W. Strong's
Sons' chapel, Kev. McNeil, of the Baptist church, ortici.it :nir The remains
in Fail iew cemewere laid to
tery,
am-moo-

v

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
o

Breed your mare to th best
ting stallion in Ne
Mexico.
Copper avenue.

trot213

FEW CASES
ON CIVIL DOCKET

J.

C.

LEIN
CASE OCCUPIES ATTENTION OF
COURT MABLE RHEA THOMAS
SUES FOR DIVORCE.
BALDRIDGE-LIDK-

E

Judge Abbott this morning set a
very few cases on the civil docket of
the Bernalillo county court. This afternoon the court's attention is occupied with the mechanic's leln case of
J. C. Baldridge against Albers. The
matter has reference to a house built
by one William Lidke on land owned
by Albers. The lumber of which the
house was built was purchased from
J. C. Baldridge on credit and never
paid for.
Suit for divorce was filed today by
Mable Ilhea Thomas against
i. F.
Thomas. In her petition, the plaintiff
alleges desertion and failure to support.
CROWD

The Man

Business

of

or the Home

Library

We have just

received a

SLASHES THROAT

Mexico

1

x x
AS IMPORTANT

IN

FACE OF SUICIDE.

James T. Connor, a miner from
Butte. Mont., shot himself through
tlie head in a Bislne, Ariz., saloon, and
tell over on the table dead, with the
pistol still clasped in his hand. He
fired the shot, in a room opening on
the crowded saloon. The report was
-- card,
but no attention was paid to
it. it was necessary in leaving the
saloon to pass through the room in
which Conner killed himself.
Probably fifty
noticed tho I, dy, but
tho, mat the man was in a drunken
It was three hours before it
was discovered that he was dead. He
1' ft stock certificates
issued by the
Bonanza Cirdo company.
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY

WANTED Two unfurnished looms on
Highlands. Call at IJL S. Aruo St.
A Ci:;en A'ani ad does the work.
1
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MEETING TONIGHT

z-- x-x

X
H

z- r-

-

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

i

There will be a very import- ant meeting of the executive
committee and advisory board
t the twenty-sixtannual terrl- torial fair, tonight, in manager
MoCanna's office, in the Grant
building, lieginning promptly at
8 o'clock, at which time
many
matters of importance will be
discussed, including the letting
of the official program privilege,
and the discussing of proposed
attractions, and offers for attrac- tions. AH members of the com- mittee and board are urgtd to
be present.

BLOWS HEAD OFF

'arge shipment

4
4'

t
4

4

X

The Daughters of the King will
M.et at 8 o'clock this evening.

h

4

Aged Merchant of Alamogor-d-

Ron Top
Desks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stamdt
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to

o

a Suicide-- An
Arizona
Miner Kills Himself
BY

BLOWING

HIS

BRAINS

1

OUT

Abe Whlteman,
known
to practically every
In the southwest, committed suicide at an early
hour yesterday morning In his room
back of his store building in Alamo
gordo.
The weapon used was a Winchester
rifle, and he shot himself through the
head.
Mr. Whlteman was 85 years of age,
and had been a resident of southwestern New Mexico for about forty
years.
He ran a store at White Oaks In the
early days and at one time was owner
of the Old Abe mine at that 'place.
He has two sons' In business at
It 'swell. H was somewhat of a hermit in his habits, and hal been failing in health for some time, whlc'n
probably induced his rash act.
In Emerson Hough's novel. "Heart's
Desire," the character of Whlteman,
the Jewish merchant,
was a life
study of the old man, who met Hough
during a visit of th laMer to this
country some years ago.

tl
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represent the best workmanship and highest cl&s of

cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not tall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.

in

.

r
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Bed Men, attention.
Navajo tribe
No 3 will me tonight in Red Men s

4 hall

at

o'clock sharp.

8

Keppeler,

C. of R.

Charles

1

4

An Important "business session will
4 follow the prayer meeting In the Con-

gregational

church this evening.
is desired.

i
4 full attendance

A

4

The ladles' Aid society of the First
4 M. E. church will
hold their regular
meeting May 24. at 2.30 o'clock p. m.
at the home of Mrs. Judge
203

When Francis Marion Smith, the
borax king, completes his line of
steel across Death Valley, Khe
team, w hich at one time hauled the product from the mines of the
Pacific Coast Borax company, across
the Death Valley, to the railroad station, will no longer have an occupation, except as they are now, and for
some time, have been used a living
trade mark of the greatest borax company in the world.
W. E. Davis, of Dallas, Texas, southeastern agent for the Pacific Coast
Borax company, was in the city yesterday, in consultation with Gross,
Kelly &, Co., local distributors of the
borax, and while here closed a deal
with Manager McCanna of the fair
association, for the appearance cf this
famous twenty-mul- e
team here during the fall festival. The team has
been at all the large world's fairs,
and other fairs held of late, and attracted much attention wherever uey
were exhibited.
Although their old
driver, Borax Bill, is no more, the
team is the original one, and will be
seen, with all their electrical trappings and effects, some time during
the September fair.
twtn-ty-mul-

e

North Fourteenth street.
O
There will be a regular meeting of
the Albuquerque Elks tonight at 8
o'clock. Initiation
will take place,
followed by a. lunch. All visiting
brothers are cordially Invited. Roy
McDonald, secretary.
in

the First Methodist church

tomor-ro-

AN

ARIZONA

308-31-

Manager Mttanna is In corresjiond-encwith Leo Stevens, the New York
aeronaut, who states that he will
bring a
airship to Albuquerque for fair week for "$3,000,
adding that owing to the "nigh altitude the ship would have to be exceptionally large. In a letter to an
aeronaut friend in this city, Mr. Stevens stated H'hat there was not an
aeronaut in New York who had a
balloon or airship large enough to
make an ascension in this high altitude, and in the event that such an
attraction is secured, the people of
Albuquerque may rest assured that
they will see a specially constructed
and extra large, 'balloon or airship.

28th

N. M.

Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

Street, Barnett Bldg.

The Only First Class
,

Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Strictly Up To Date
Straight IS

Pool 7 1 2c par
BllBilliard
SOe per

cum,

--

hour.

Pool Se per cum

Max Gussaroff,

Prop.

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather is fore-to- o
warm to wash and iron. Send
bnim waists and White Dresses to us. We will lanTwtnr h.m
rectly and will deliver then to you lm
nice box they will sot
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish.
Back of Pottoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.

Ladies' Afternoons
On Tuesdays

MONDAY, MAY

Albuquerque,

BRUNSWICK

MINER

High Class Alleys for
Ladies and Gentlemen

Sep-teml-

Railroad Ave.,

0

well-know- n

h

-

Dr. C. A. Payne, who will lecture

Mlbert Faber

night, lost everything In the San
SHOOTS HiVSELF.
Francisco
disaster,
while awaiting
Charles
A. Hall, a young and
passage to fhe South Sea Islands. The
mining man. committed suivived atory of his experience will be cide at. an early hour Tuesday morngiven as a prelude to the lecture.
ing at Mesa City, Ariz., his home. Apparently in good health and spirits,
TAKE A PLUNGE
he entered a hardware store, asked to
In the
see a revolver, and after purchasing
SWIMMING POOL.
one, filled it wlt'h, cartridges,
ana
504 North First Street.
Open Daily, placing it to his brain, discharged U,
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
He died Instantly. With his father,
he was Interested in the Mammoth
THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS, mine, the title to which they hold,
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS with Sullivan & Wblcott,
of Denver,
MONDAY, MAY 28.
Colo. The mine has not heen operated for several years. His father, a
TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND man in very feoble healtih, is prosWILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON trated over the act of his son. and is
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
In a dangerous condition.

The Billboard, a theatrical periodical, published in Ohio, contains a
large "ad" of tho twenty-sixtterritorial fair to e held in this city.
17 to 22, nnd many inquiries
concerning the fair, as well as offers
of attractions, are being received by
Manager McCanna as a result. As
yet, the carnival company to furnish
bae street attractions, has not heen
hooked, as Manager McCanna is taking his time, with a view to securing
the best in the business.

Auto., 319; Colo.,
i'WII'

n

Red 148.

bm

Imperial Laundry Co.

i

Your Prescriptions, If Entrusted

e

Manager McCanna, of the tair association is making strenuous efforts
to secure Dare Devil Schreyer, a London cyclist, who has stirred the whole
of England with his dare-devi- l
performance, and who is now in America. Schreyer makes a bicycle ride
t
at lightning speed, down a
incline, some 15) feet above the earth,
throws himself and wheel Into the
air, the stunt winding up with a dive
from the wheel into a small tank of
water on the ground. It is said to
be very thrilling.

West Bowljng Alleys The Williams Drug Co.
118

W. Gold Ave.

W. H. West, Prop.

WILL OPEN FOR BUSINESS

will receive the personal care of one of the Ann,
both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.

No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

k

ON

FROM THE FIRST

WHIFF TO THE LAST

MONDAY, MAY 28th
Everything Strictly
First Class.

Our special 5c Havana filled, hand
made cigar Is filled with the momt
aatisfylng and luxurious comfort. Tb
first among its peers, this cigar fllte
tihe most exacting anticipation.

All Cars Pass
The Door

100-foo-

The following, taken from J,'The
Horseman and Spirit of the Times,"
the foremost horse breeders' publication in America, published in New
York, shows that New Mexico's cdrn-infair is attracting wide attention:
"The twenty-sixtannual New Mexico territorial fair, will be 'neld in Albuquerque the third week in September, at which time between $9,0no find
$10,000 in purses for horse racing,
will be offered. It has been decided
to make at leant five fl.Oito purses for
harness 'horses, and purses ranging
from $100 to $500 for runners, and if
Bl Paso, Texas, follows with Jarge
purses, as the Arizona territorial fair
at Phoenix will follow V. Paso, It
should be of considerable interest to
horsemen throughout the country.
Joe Barnett'8 stable, consisting
of
Stranger O, 2:09; Young Hal. 2:11;
Helena Morgan, 2:14, and Clara U.,
a green pacer, are now in Denver in
charge of Trainer Frost, and will be
taken to Albuquerque f;r the fall
meet.
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Ckb aEd Pool Room
115

At

a recent meeting of the

xeeu--
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WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

A VENUS.

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
If she tells you to orom a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (tx you abotud for-ge- t
the order), that you ooutd xwt
find it, for every first-clas- s
bandies EMPRESS. You will twmy
find good bread, good hi soul ts, goaA
pastry and most Important ot mil.
good cheer to greet you when ywt
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empres
all others,

RAILROAD AVENUE

We wish to announce that under the
new management, dating from May
16, 1 906, prices on all games will be
REDUCED 50 PER CENT. Best
Tables and equipment in the Southwest. Best line of Cigars in the city.
Music every night during next week.

gim

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquenrue. N.

Wm. Wortanami, Prop.
0C0000000000000Oe0C.0COt
e
Stock Co..
.The
AT THE

live committee, it was suggested that
the newspaper publishers and editors
Bcrger-Grosmeet hero during fair week, and revive tho New Mexico Press associa
CASINO
tion. The two local daily papers were
repn senteii at said meeting, and afTuesday and Wednesday Nights, and
ttr consultation, it was thought
proper that the fair association first
Wednesday Matinee, in
extend an invitation to the outside
newspapers to attend this year's fair,
after which the local newspaper men
will take up the scheme, anil make
all nee. ssary arrangements
for a
CAST OP CHAHACTKKS.
SI'lX'IAIriKS.
great big rally or territorial editors Jot.-- Sanders,
Ned Sm'' ti n, I'anlners Bii'-'and
t
...Illustrated Songs
publishers
during
here some day
and
Wm. E. Neff and l.
I.
Webh.
Baby l.ncil!"
Sonus
tne approaching fair.
.Insiah ScragRs
I" Frank Melville
Bal y I'Niii nci Buck and wing dunces
Major Itritt
Wm. Hill Hill fc: Edmunds Trio
Think Idea a Good One.
.luilKe Brandon
Wm. Double
Novelty Specialties
Pl.tns are being discussed by the Wing U-i' Kra Berger
C.i'iM'.
the handcuff king, next
ott'eers and executive committee of Sam
i'red Sehune Weln,-.:anUht, May 23.
the fair association and the news- i'oaie
:mu Edmonds
paper managers of Albuquerque for Grace Brandon
M il el Sweeney
.'A
w
l.o an entire chaniv of
Tii. iv
a bU press banquet in Albuquerque Mary Brandon
It. Men K. May Mil on Moii'l.'.y and Thursday of each
duiinif the territorial fair next
SYNOl SIS.
week iluriiih' tho season. JJoors opt-Although the plan has not
Act
nee.
Brandon's r
bejous nt
at S p. m. ivifnnimnci'
Ixt n d finitely determined iiMn, it is
Act II Homo of tli' I'anlners.
Ma' it:'
Saturday and Sun8:3'i.
promised to invite tho editors and
Aet III Interior of Brandon's homo day, limns
i.' n at 1:3d . in. Perpublishers of every newspaper in the
Art IV Same as Act ''
formance ;n
territory to le present u one evenAdmission to Matinees.
ing during the fair, when a banquet
lOioii'M of seats.)
. Children
will be tendered ttxm in the
15c
10c Adults
The meeting would undoubt
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD 4 LINDEMANNS
MUSIC STORE.

J.

1134 WEST

g

-

DRINKS

n

a
Press association,
movement which has heen favored
s
for somo time past 'by several
In the territory.
That such
an association would
of material
value to the newspapers nd the news-paiHmen, is recognized, and it is
hoped that the formation upon a practical basis may be effected at this
meeting. Silver City Independent.
New

h

SALOON

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

news-paM-r-

Manager McCanna in Correspondence With Many
FELIPE GARCIA' ONLY EYE WITNESS TO SHOOTING
Attractions.
existed between O. P. Hovey, a Justice of the peace of Algodones and
acting undersheriff, and James H.
Madden, former Justice of the peace of
that precinct, extending over a period
of two years, the former lies dead at
his home in Algodones, as the result
of a bullet wound in his right breast,
received at the hands of Madden and
the latter is in Jail at Bernalillo.
The killing occurred at the home of
Manuel D. Gonzales at Angostura,
about one mile this side of Algodones,
where Madden also made his home,
between 6 and 5:30 o'clock yesterday
afternoon.
Story of the Killing.
As near as can be learned Hovey,
who was also a school teacher at Algodones, left his home yesterday afternoon in his buggy accompanied by
his eldest son, aged 11 years, and
drove to the home of Madden. He did
not tell any one that he was going to
Madden's.
'
Arriving there he left his son in
charge of the bufrgy and entered the
house. Gonzales was absent but Madden was at home.
with
Hovey renewed the quarrel
Madden, and Judging from the hitter's
appearance and his own statement,
began to heat him unmercifully. Madden, who is over 60 years old, retaliated as best he could into submission, after which Hovey left the house and
returned to his buggy.
Just as he was clambering into his
buggy Felipe Garcia, a near neighbor
of Madden's, attracted by the latter's
cries for help, came upon the Bcene.
Hovey saw him and is quoted by Garcia, who was the only eye witness to
the killing, as saying:
"Well, what do you want here? Do
you want to be a witness of this affair?"
According to Garcia, before he could
answer Iiovey continued;
"I am going back now and kill tne

interesting one, and it
would prolably mean iho formation,
or better, the reorganization of the
edly be

CONCERNING THE

Madden, Alter Quarrel

result of a feud which has

PAGE FIVE.

WANT TO KNOW BEFORE RETIRING WHAT HAS

YOU

at the Home of the Latter.

As a

CiriZES.

KILLED HAPPENED DURING THE DAY, TAKE THE EVENING CITIZEN

AND IS INSTANTLY

Killed by James

EVENING

A

SERVANT THAT
THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

Monday,

TIRES

I

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

DO YOUR

WORK.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

"TME PARDNERS"

NEVER

it

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
o-o-oo-

Wi-l.-

1

-,

Alva-rado-

Meet Mb at Yanov's
Any time between 7 in the
Morning and
at Night.
i

i

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them Fri.k
and Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT

Prices reasonable. Permanently located as.
Ill HallroaJ avenue.
t
C. Hi CARNES, O. IX
. , -

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.

COMMISSIONERS
PAY MANY BILLS

EVENING

CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1906.

Stourer Publishing Company, pub- llshing notices, $13.5).
Manufacturing
Cadogan Hatcher
Company, records for clerk's office,

A farmer saw

$50.00.

newspaper. It happened that short
ly afterwards he sold some grain.

one of

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Automatic Phone, 292.

our advertisements in the

John F. Pearce, salary as county physician, for qunrter ending September

Ho opened a chocking account
Jesus Romero, salary, for quarter
wiih us, (leiK)sltlng the money he
ending September 30, 1'.'05, $150.00.
received
from the sale of his grain.
F. W. Clancy, salary, for quarter
From that day to this, that
ending September 30, lyt5, $150.00.
farmer has always kept an account
Session.
M. R. Springer, salary, for quarter
ending September 3'. 1905, $200.00.
with us. Whenever he sells any
Severo Sanchez, salary, for quarter
produce from the farm, he deposits
30, 1905, $202.40.
GIVtN S DETAIL ending September salary,
i tie nioney in the bank and pays
PROCtEDlNGS
for quarter
A. Grunsfeld,
his obligations by check, because
ending SeptemlKT 30, 1905, $201.20.
it. is an advantage to him.
of James A. Summers, salary
Fstate
Adjourned Regular Session.
and expenses, for quarter ending
Ho never has to 'bother his
September 30, 1905, $308.10.
neighbor for change. He can write
Albuquerque, N. M.. April 21, 1900.
John Horradaile, rent for temporary
out a check for any amount.
Present: Hon. A. Orunsfcld, chair- jail. $15.00.
Tegner, locks and bolts,
man; M. R. Springer, commissioner;
A. V.
His chock Ikj k Is of no value
A. K. Walker, clerk.
$17.25.
t any one except himself, and his
Minutes of previous session read
It. Ij. Hodson, fixing vault and handnioney is safe in the bank. At the
cuffs, $8.00.
and approved.
same time his account gives him
Phoenix Planing mill, lumber and
Moved by Mr. Springer, seconded
by Mr. Orunsfeld, that the following carpenter work. $74.00.
a complete record of his business
resolution be adopted:
Whitney Company, plumbing work
and each check is an indisputable
"Whereas, Frank A. Hubbell, late and hardware, $11.45.
receipts.
deliverlum-le- r,
county,
has
the
Company,
of
treasurer
Rio Grande Lumber
sum
the
treasurer,
present
$9.07.
ed to the
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
B. J. Post & Co., one coil of barb
of $15.!!HS."S as shown by the rereceipt
which
treasurer,
the
ceipt of
wire, $4.55.
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
Urban a Page, summoning workers
has been exhibited to the board, and
follows,
la ns
for road, $15.50.
OOCX300DOOOOOCXXXXXXXXyjOO
"Received, of Frank A. Hubbell, the
J. C. Baldridge, lumber, $10.18.
hundred
as
nine
thousand
services
SCREEN TIME
Diego N. Sanchez,
aum of flfeten
dollars and eight watchman, July 5 to September 30,
and ninety-ei.uIs here. Door and Window
to
belonging
$1.VJ98.U8).
funds
1905, $85.0.
cents
screens made to order.
Deslderlo Montoya. repairing Unithe different county funds. Including
D.
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
statesupaccording
the
to
versity road and salary as road
achool funds,
ment on the treasurer's books, pre- ervisor, $150.25.
tKOCOOC)OOOOOOOOOOC)OOOCOOO
pared by or for said Hubbell, as folJuan de Dios Sena, bounty on wild
A
WITH
lows,
animal, $1.00.
RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD SPELLS 'GENTLEMAN
$ 5,235.42
FAC SIMILE OF A
same, $1.00.
General County Fund
Edward
"J" AND PUTS A DOUBLE "O" IN "WHOM
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Court
Roman Moraga, same, $1.00.
LETTER HE WROTE.
i.ta.io
NOTARY PUBLIC.
272.R6
Wild Animal bounty ..
Perfillo Padilla, same, $21.00.
Room 5, Cromwell Flock, Albuquerque
1,186.97
Morris, same, $2.00.
Road
Automatic Telephone, 174.
3,395.33
F. H. Wells, same, $1.00.
Court House and Jail ..
239.19
Flood
Nutividad Gutierrez, same, $2.00.
80.64
Special river
Guy Underwood, same, $2.00.
12.13
Bridge
Nestor Sanchez, same, $3.00.
.50
"Camlno Real"
Merejildo Sanchez, same, $1.00.
Albuquerque Business College.
15.14
Hoarding prisoners
John Sweeney, same, $6.00.
OPENS
1.26
Judgment
J. H. Johnson, same, $1.00.
Monday, June 4, 1906.
73.48
Journal,
Morning
Albuquerque
General School fund . . .
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
3,860.28 letterheads and envelopes, $8.00.
District Schools
Graded and High School Branches
4.672.04
Assessor's commissions
Atanacia Montoya, conducting ex$10.00 for ten weeks.
4,480.24 amination of teachers, $15.00.
Less overdrafts
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
M. E. Hickey, conducting examina
Manager
Proprietress
$15,998.08 tion of teachers. $15.00.
Total
410 West Railroad Ave.
Bald sum being paid as follows:
The motion is carried.
Check on Bank of Commerce,
$14,899.08.
Moved by Mr. Springer, seconded
-Credit with N. V. Harris & Co., by Mr. Grunsfeld, that the clerk De
IS
New York. $605.
on
tne
Instructed to draw warrants
Coupons Nob. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, treasurer In payment of the following
71, 81. 82, 93 $250.
two aDnroved vouchers of tne nrst
Same, $250.
Quarter of 1906. . Carried.
Which moneys were received by
on court.i
F. H. Kent. Insurance
collechiui as treasurer and
$350.00.
house.
tor of the county of Bernalillo and
Company, tax
Citizen Publlshlne
Are paid over by him as the balance bills, envelopes, etc., $31.30.
of the funds received by him as such
treasurer.
It is ordered by the loard that road
The said amounts are subject to overseers shall be paid $3.00 for each
..correction of any errors, if any.
day's services rendered as such overThe payment of the sum of money seers, not to exceed seventeen days
A.
by
said
Frank
mentioned
above
in any year.
Hubbell, it Is understood, is made
as
rights
any
his
prejudice
to
without
The following bills for 1904 were
to the office of treasurer ordered approved:
a.
Large- - .lry Rooms. Prices Very Rea.
county,
of
said
collector
fitwpn Pnlillnhlnir Comuanv. sub- and
sonaVe.
12,
April
M.,
N.
Albuquerque,
Dated,
fierintion for year ending 1904. $7.20.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
190.
B. llfeld & Co.. supplies for Jail,
Proprietor.
J. XV. AKMMU,
ton 7
voneciur ui
Treasurer ana
I
n i8 moved by Mr. Springer, sec- County ot Bernalillo.
:Vow. therefore, it Is ordered by the onded by Mr. Grunsfeld. that the
"board that the present treasurer, clerk be instructed to draw warrants
General Merchandise and Real Estate
Jujrto R, Armljo, be and hereby is au- - Jon the treasurer in payment in full of
For Sale.
thorized and directed to distribute the following vouchers for the last
merchandise
FOR SALE General
said money to the different funds Quarter of 1905. Carried.
Which said vouchers are as ioi- specified In the statement on the
and real estate, cheap for cash.
mile
FOR SALE Ranches, one-hal- f
treasurer's books by said Hubbell, lows:
south of the city of Albuquerque;
which is set out in said receipt, and I Perfecto Armljo, boarding prisoners
suitable for aristocratic country
that he be held to assume no liability for quarter ending December 31, 1905
to the county on account of the item $18.50.
homes and for truck or general
Marcelina Cresoin. ten days' work
farming; plenty of well water to be
of overdraft mentioned In said state-ment, nor on account of the coupons! as road supervisor, $30.00.
had at from teu to forty leet.
1873 John D. Rockefeller wrote G. Rose Esq. a jentlenian in whoom
In
Diego N. Sanchez bridge watchman a letter to Charles Collins, chief en have the greatest confidence both for FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
mentioned in said receipt.
fed by
from September 1 to December 31, gineer for the Lake Shore railroad, his integrity and good judgement in
The motion is carried:
miles from Albuquerque;
1905 192.00.
two ditches; best irrigating condiof Real Estate. I have Invested several
who afterwards suicided because
Doniciano Lobato, work as road the Astabula wreck, recommending hundred thousand dollars In past two
tions: raise anything; best soil In
The following vouchers were ap supervisor.
$15.00.
,
the valley.
proved :
In it the or three years and 1 always confe
Cleveland.
W.
G.
Rose
of
Jose de la Luz Sanchez, same, simplest words are misspelled. If a with him and have not made a mis THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
F. H. Kent, Insurance on court
J55.O0.
transplanting.
bouse, $350.
school boy of 14 should make as many take under hla advise. I take great
Pedro Barbou. bounty on wild ani and as flagrant mistakes, his grade pleasure in recommeuding him.
LOTS in different parts of the city.
Citizen Publishing Company, tax
mal, $3.00.
Will sell cheap on monthly payment
Yours truly.
bills, warrants, notices, etc., $31.30.
card would be marked In red ink
Jno. Sweeney, same, Il.oo.
plan.
JNO. D. ROCKEFELLER.
Moved by Mr. Grunsfeld, seconded
would be sent to the foot of
he
and
$12.00.
The note Is written on the simplest
by Mr. Springer, that the clerk be F. M. Donvan. same.
the class.
jail,
supplies
&
for
Co.,
Ilorradaile
Special Record Breaking Offer.
instructed to draw warrants on the
He begins "gentleman" with a j. of paper, in purple ink. A simple "R"
treasurer In payment of the approved $Uti.75.
He spells "whom" with a double "o. is at the top. The handwriting is TWO LOTS, one big store wun full
sate,
ibl.uu
Dodson,
opening
R. It.
vouchers of the third quarter of 1905,
Judgment Is spelled "judgement." He cramped and characterless.
stock of general merchandise; two
Electric and Con exalts the Importance of real estate by
Southwestern
While this evidence of Rockefeller's
AS tOllOWS
extra rooms in 6tore; large back2- electric
repairing
Company,
struction
T. 8. Hubbell, boarding prisoners,
beginning the words with capital let Inability to spell might be taken to
yard; barn, end wagon shed;
light, $1.50.
July 1 to September 4, $054.50.
Ail show that his school days were wastters. "Advice is spelt advise.
room house adjoining the store.
repairing
Mill,
roof
Planing
Phoenix
Perfecto Armljo, boarding of prismlsUke8 are n)ade on a note of ed on "frills and feathers" there is
Will sell "dirt cheap" for caah.
plastering,
$72.50.
oners for month of September, 1905, and
on one side of the sheet, nothing In his business career to inlines
thirteen
Prices and other information deetc.,
lignt,
M.
Nash, repairing
$22.50
dicate that his arithmetic was slightin full:
the
letter
is
Here
made known on app'.'catlon in
sired
ed. John, as a boy, may have been a
T. S. Hubbell, preliminaries for $4.25.
Cleveland, O., June
person
or writing to owner.
J. T. Johnson, upholstering cnairs Charles Collins, Esq.
poor speller, but when It came to
July and August, , salary of jailor.
etc., $16.00.
compounding Interest, he always stood
W77.25.
Dear Sir:
'
J. H. Smith, constable's fees, for .1. C Baldridge. lumber, xiz.fsbrush
this is my friend W. at the head of the class.
of
The
bearer
F. L. Pearce, glass, paint and
summoning Jurors. $10.75.
923 So. Second St.
Water Supply company, water for es. 132.30
Juan Sedillo. four days' work wiin
court house and jail, and hydrants,
Romero, same, $150.00.
Jesus
FOREST FIRE IN
New Aiexico
Albuaueraue.
quarter ending September 30, 1905, team, at Jail, $16.00.
George F. Albright, postage, for
Whitnev Company, repairing stoves quarter ending December 31, 1905,
J73.70
HUACHUCA MOUNTAINS Sciatica Cured After Twenty Yean
Crystal Ice company, ice for quarter etc., $58.35.
$3.50.
of Torture.
ending September 30, 1905, $28.05.
Company,
Publishing
envel
Citizen
more than twenty years Mr. J.
It Is moved by Mr. Springer, sec opes, letter neaus, iiuuiisning uo- - UNITED STATES TROOPS SENT B. For
The Mitchner Company, binding
Massev. of 3322 Clinton St., Min
FROM NEARBY POST, TO FIGHT
onded by Mr. Grunsfeld, that the tlces, etc., $173.20.
Ilea and docket for sheriff, $36.50.
neapolis. Minn., was tortured oy
THE
FIRE.
J.tu.
fees,
Pedro C. Garcia, salary, for quarter clerk be instructed to draw warrants
Chavez,
constable's
Ellas
sciatica. The pain ana suirermg
ending September 30, 1905, also lor on the treasurer lor za per ceui oi
A serious forest fire is raging
in which he endured during this time Is
Intarnreting. etc.. $157.00.
amount of the following vouchers. FINE PROGRAM FOR RACING
Nothing
comprehension.
Journal, Carried.
Morning
Albuquerque
MEET AT CARLSBAD. the Huaohucas and threatens the in beyond
cava him anv permanent relief until
camps
mining
terests
of
and
ranchers
printing notices. $25.45.
The said vouchers are as follows:
The Carlsbad Racing association
Palm Balm.
Commercial and Financial Chron has prepared a fine program for the on the west side of the range, while he used Chamberlain's
Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
One application of that liniment remill
tho
mine
Reef
and
exExited
And Power Company, light for the icle, advertising bond call, $7.50
3d. 4th and 6th days of July, and
made sleep and
Los Angeles Rubber Stamp Com pect to make this meet the most suc- equipmtnt and the Carr Canyon res lieved the oaln cud
ourt house. Jail and old town plaza,
possible, and less than one uouie
rest
com
Huachuca
pany,
ervoir
mua,
Water
u.oa
oo,
stamps,
the
etc.,
of
Heptemoer
asquarter
daters.
ending
for
If
cessful one in the history of the
Elliott-Fishin danger, has effected a permanent cure.
Company, typewriter sociation. The first day of the meet pany are also reported
$123.65.
rheumatism
or
sciatica
with
troubled
ys
s.i
the
Tombstone
Company,
ribbons,
Publishing
blank
$7.50.
Prosiector.
Citizen
and Dayton day;
bottle of pain
or pauper, will be Lakewood
P. I!. Warnekros, who owns the Ex why not try a
A. Borders,
burial
notices, deeds, printing notices, etc,
the second will be Hope day, and the) !Hsed Ueef
and see for yourself how
nnlm
of
a
out
sent
fore
mine,
$15.00.
$412.20.
last day will be set apart for
men to light the fir, while the Hua ouicklv it relieves the pain. For sale
O. A. Matsou & Co., stationery,
La Handera Americano Publishing
the racing association of which
also have a by all druggists. "
Company, notices and subscriptions $26.25.
place has agreed to come to Carls- cinica Water company scene.
Mayor
number of men at the
II. llfeld & Co., brooms un'l coal bad in full force.
for year 1905. etc.. $14.50.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
Ilorradaile &. Co., supplies for Jail oil. $4.45.
already been Went worth was prevailed uion to 209 West Railroad avenue, is pr
have
Several
horses
make
Com
Telephone
request
Colonel
a
Steadman
of
Automatic
Mutual
$41.75
brought in from Missouri and Texas,
to give thorough scalp treat
Company, pany, telephone service lor quarter and ure now training at ihe track, commanding at Fort Huachuca. to pared
New Mexican Printing
ment do hair dressing, treat corns,
$1S.OO.
scene
31.
send
troops
confia
December
ending
lo5,
of
$S0.25.
etc.,
to the
tax receipts,
ne
and others are entered. The entries
and Ingrowing nans.
Crystal Ice Company, ice for Oc are for both thoroughbreds and cold Krat: n. and if possible prevent any bunions
Perfecto Armljo, committing pris
massage treatment and manlcur- gives
j.05.
1!X5,
1905,
of
further
the
flames
September
tober,
encroachment
oners,
and October,
In addition to the
blooded horses.
tne. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
$15.00.
John S. Heaven, coal and wood, racelng events, thero have been at- The commanding officer, with mill nf
cnmnlexlon cream builds up in
graciously
$11.70,
tary
conuplled
stationery,
Newcomer,
E.
$97.00.
promptness,
S.
arranged for In the way of
tractions
skin
and Improves the complexion
$1.00.
on
stationery,
wiih
request,
Newcomer,
Albright,
F.
E.
i!m
a
Oeorge
S.
commissions
and sent out
de
match games of ball between track
guaranteed not to be injuri
Is
and
pauper.
burying
to
Garcia,
troops
quarter
Septem
ending
civil
HeenseB, for
act with
Antonio J.
teams, military drills each day, and tachment of
Kha also nrenares a hair tonic
ous.
ians
or
in
1905,
confining
etc.,
$42.80.
$20.50.
subduing tho fire
ber 30.
a sham battle on the Fourth, with a
prevents dandruff and
I). J. Rankin, making survey, $00.00. big barbecue In that day, for which the limits of forest destruction. Sun that cures and
Juan Sedillo, moving furniture from
restores life to dead
falling
out;
hair
sub
Company,
Printing
day
$1.50,
night
of
wu
the lire
Industrial
Jail.
the course
fifty carcasses have been bought. The
moles,
warts and BU
removes
hairVj'ij,
pauper,
14,
of
to
A. Ilorders, burial
$15.00. scription from October
side of the
tJ the otherheadway
powder,
association is not running the races swerved
a
Also
face
hair.
nerfiuous
11.
range,
'.toC.
Jail,
&
10,
supplies
$.ot).
Co.,
for
October
llfeld
toward
ami making
as a nioney making proposition, but
and pile
cure
pimple
cure
and
freckle
1!. Ruppe, drugs, $17.90.
$C.75
merely as a means of bringing the the eastern end or too military re cure. All of these preparations are
quar
reholding
iu
Craig,
reports
of four
George R.
Tbos. Werner, interpreter, for
were
o furtlur
people of
Pecos valley together serve.
vecetable compounds. Have
ter ending December 31, 19o5. $:'.O0. anil giving the
eeivi d Monday.
(itiests. $14.00
Dense clouds of nurelv
them a good time.
a vibrator machine for
added
fust
Light
as
assist
Albuquerque Gas, Electric
Juau R. Duran. services
The association puts up $1,IH0 fund smoke ciiild Ik. teen from Tombstone treatment of scalp, face and cure of
quar
lights,
for
and Power Company,
nut Janitor, $39.00.
to put the affair through in good Suml.u .veiling.
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumaH.
Kuppe,
drugs lor prisoners ter ending December 31, 1900, $23:1.10. shape. Heduced rates have been sepains and massage.
tism,
o
ninety-twRobbed.
days'
Juan H. Duran,
Postmaster
37.85
.
n
cured from the railroads. Tbo farmpostmaster
at
Kivor
W.
H. F. Ives Publishing Company, city work as janitor, $138. no.
ers, both "dry" and "wet," are also ton. la Pouts,
Not a thing harmful in One Minute
was
$1.50.
his
lost
lite and
directory,
nearly
Tbos. Grelgo, salary, fur half of to take adavantago of the occasion
Cough Cure, but It relieves a cough
quarter ending December 31, IHUj, to meet in Carlsbad in a body and roid.i d nf all comfort, according to quicklv, cuts the phlenm. Healing
J. H. O'Keilly ic Co., bandar
his
says:
years
lett,
20
"For
r, whlch
$tiI.OI.
$4.25.
organize, in view of tho fact that it
and so thing. Sold by J. H. Oitielly
Mutual Automatic Telephone Com
Minimi r & Lllhgruw, binding laws, is conlleiidcntly expected the "Ava-lon- " ' lil ei.ronlc liver complaint, whl
& Co.
case,
of
severe
pany. telephone for court houso and $fi.5n.
i
t.iinullci
'
a
dam will have been completed
yel
finger
liaiis turned
Mrj WOMErV
l'edro Garcia, salary, for quarter this fail and water turned in the "at even my
Jail, for quarter ending September
'isSar? f! MEN
!
Hi ti r..runnturl
ending December 31, l!in5, $75.oo.
HI Sfl
'"'', when my doctor prescribed I'lec kZr'ZyCl
105, $48.00.
canal.
vjr u i w ,i.,.V3 l"
A. tirunsfeld,
salary, tor quarter
Phoenix Planing Mill Company,
ii;"eis; which cured mo an
..r ul.fillou
l.a. ... V.i YO irnlall..!..
tin'mt.tiftuvi.
.,f in.i.-uuending D cember 31, l'.'i'T., and milejury boxes, $8.00
.oi iu tuirur.
t.9
J. Ogden Armour says Germany, not ''' ... .t me well for eieven years.
, ie, i u.l nslrm
I'.iinl'
P
f
age.
202.0U.
Thomas Werner, services as Inter
the Fulled States, will suffer from "'ir. rare for Biliousness, Neuralgia
t ..r f.
ui.
EviSjfStHA' ''.
Severo Sanchez, Millie, fL'ol.oii,
ti.a; ;tfi?7i
vreter for quarter ending September
" '
the new German tariff on foodstuffs. "' 'i.i. ess and all Stomach, Liver
rk
.
T
.Vv
(linn
l
rpr,
t.i
It,
.T
M.
Springer, same, $2oo no.
v.KA. "v
:$. 1905, $21.00.
Impossible. Haveu't tho standpatters
and Hladdcr derangements.
.'i-.iT'fiiJ, lor
r
1
F. W. Clancy, same, fl.'.oon.
btuiioiu'iy
O. A. Matsou it Co.
shown us how tho foreigner pays the "UI.tI'hI tonic. At all drug store
V
H
""
Dr. J.
v. . .l oU turtjit
$9.95.
Pearce, banc, $15o.oo.
tax?
3u, l!to5, $60.00.

Paying Out Money Feature
of Long and Tedious

AN AWFUL

ht

SPELLER IS

ICE
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.
BORRADAILE & CO.,

ROCKEFELLER

JOHN

tn

117 Gold Avenue

B. A, SLEYSTER

to-w- it;

Summer Rates West

.

W

Summer School

Grand Central Hotel

nr.

i

ERHHS
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$38
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-osale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
n

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantage of the low rates to the east Tickets on st.)e at special reduced
ratos for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN . . . :
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On. the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
WyorrJng: June
inclusive, and July
also June
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal points
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Heturn limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
1--

io

io

DEM VBR

Bratina

A.

RIO

&

G R A A7 D E
SYSTEM

"Scenic Line of the World"

1

Shortest and qulctoat tin
from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and weal Time aa quick
and ratea aa low aa by other llnea.

E

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

No tiresome

For llluatrated advertlalnf matter
or Information, addree or apply a

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. fV., Santa Fe, New Mex.

3.

Bratina

A.

train.

delaya at any elation.

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City,
and all points North and East by the

St

Louie,

Chicago,

Rock Island System

er

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tcjrist sleepers, observation
Jin-In-

Ar-tesi- a,

care, chair care and coaches.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

GARNETT KING
General Agent.

Santa

.

,

1

--

4.

'"

(

R. STILL w
Gen. Pass. Agent.

Fe Central Railway System I

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

5

Fast passenger and freight service, Steamship tlcketi to all jirti X
of the World.
Cocneetlons at Torrance, N M with the El Paso & outhweetern, y

I

(

V.
-

EL PASO, TEXAS.

,

mU'-'--

For any trip, anywhere, any time

and Chicago, Hock Island & Pari tic Hallways. At Kennedy and Santa
Ke. N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freest via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
A
Your business rcFi.ectful'.y aoliciicd.
V
V. II. ANDREWS,
8. B. JRIMSHAW.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr. M
and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK KliCiiT, Asst. Secy, and Trea.
A. h. GRIMSHAVT,
J. P. LYXG.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agi. j
City Frt. and Fasa. Agt.
'.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

OPres.
A
U

A

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23,

1906.

PAGE SEVEN.
Maxwell City; F. E. Van Dorn
Roswell; M. E. Wimdling. Imh Vegas;
J. I. Graham. Artesla; M. N. Inman,
Roswell; K. R Knauer, Dexter; EdWilwin M. Johnson, .Allui.'iuerque;
liam A. Wilson, Wlliard; H. R. HundI. H.
Parker, Socorro:
ley, Aztec;
Samuel W. Weinberg, Santa Ke; W.
H. Niiusbanin, Alluqu rque; J. H.
Eight, l.akewood; II. A. Heesnn, Roswell; Edward J. Council, Kettner;
William H. Hammer, Silver City; V.
C. Hakes, Santa Rosa; Ernest 11. Stu-de- r,
Albuquerque, M. M. Hrnyshaw,.
Hngerman; Eysander Black. Carlsbad,
Wl H. Martin, Roswell; E. H. M. Par-haMogollon; John E. llobljs, Raton: Michael Welsh, Albuquerque; R.
E E. Jessec, Cerrillos; Troy C. Sexton, l.as Cruccs; W. R. Lovelace.
Sunny8ide.
The board adjourned at fi:2o o'clock
that evening.

Oitner,

Just Like Finding It
If you found a silver dollar lying on the street
would you hesitate long before picking It up? I
think not. If you had nn opportunity to snvo a clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
aiy room would you take advantage of It? I think

n

That's Just wl at we are offering With any price
furniture sold at this store I will save you at least
a clean silver dollar.

of

J. D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
CORNER

DOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

COAL

STREET

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE?
Of course you do. Will
ft partial loss? Certainly
your company ray
yen would not be
foolish enough to Insure In a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yea, loaded with It. Will
your company ray for initial loss on your life? No, you nicver
thought of that!

'r

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

ji

Mwr

THiS CHANCE
rlT

"fu" OTA

F- -

m,

TO

CURE BARGAINS IN
A R N E S S

I

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further Information, call on or address,

LAP ROBES

AND ETC.
M

we are onering some very ieciui prices on mis line Ot goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

H

J

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

RAILROAD

Mexico, examine the
public lands and if satisfied make
homestead entries.
The business done at the land office
since May 10, Inclusive, In detail is
as follows: Number of homestead entries 75, acres 12,161; final homestead entries 2, acres 240; desert land
entries 15. acres 1,760.
The homestead entries were divided
among the counties of the district as
follows: Bernalillo 9; Colfax 4; Guadalupe 2; McKinley 1; Mora 2; Rio
Arriba none; San Juan 3; San Miguel
2; Sandoval none; Santa Fe none;
Socorro none; Taos none; Torrance
52; Valencia none.
There were two final homestead entries one of which was in Santa Ke
county, and the other In San Miguel
county.
The desert land entries were divided as follows; San Juan 6; Bernalillo
2; Torrance 7.
The total number of homestead en
tries made since January 1st IS 826
acres entered 142,161 total number of

James T. Goane. who was Injured
by being crushed between two cars
at the Silver City smelter, where he
was working, died at the Sisters' hospital In that town, the other day.
The Illinois Cenral Is scheduled to
put on a solid train of Pullmans from
New Orleans to Canadian summer resorts during the summer months, provided the volume of travel Is sufficient to demand it.
The

tiate
erty.

M. K. & T. is about to negoa loan of $25,K0.oOO on a
mortgage on its railroad prop-

It is thought, that only $6,000,-00of the loan will be used on their
Texas lines. The matter has been before the railroad commission for some
time.

0

The gang of El Paso surveyors under C. Henning who has been In the
field, near Koy, surveying to find an
easier grade along the El Paso &
Southwestern route, have been called
in. Mr. Henning, when see last, said
he was on his way to Tucumcari
where he would receive Instructions.
Not much progress 'has been made
on the well drilling by the railroad
company at Solano, Colfax county.
The drillers have reached a depth of
about 50 feet and no greater flow of
water has been secured than four gallons a minute, and the company will
need about sixty gallons a minute to
supply their needs.
Mensch passed through this
city the other day on his way to Colorado, where he Is to be married to
a young lady in a few days. Mr.
he Santa
Fe running west out of Needles, and
is a sober and industrious young fel- low.
His many friends in iCingman
wish him and his bride to be many
years of happiness.

MERCHANT

Ccr
He

1

Third and Marquette

FIGURE ONWITH US

J

A
the A
pack- - X

Moving,
Furniture Man.
Ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other

Just Thornton. J3oth 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,
Hay Presses & Farm Machinery

V

I

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.

XXXXXXXXX4

gp

j

gQARO

W. L. Trimble & Co.,

OF HEALTH

.

semi-annu-

I

al

;

JOSEPH

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caeii paid for Hides and
Pelts.
403 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

WE FILL

Meat Market

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

.........

f

THIRD STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS

(20

West Railroad Avenue

0,,000-OO00DO

YOU

0

WEAR

Automatic Phone,

199.

KXXXX30COXXXXXOCXXXXXXXX)S

Wootton

AND

Ranches

J

1

RANKIN

BIFOCULS?

If so, let s demonstrate the advantages of oar
Reform Dlfocul, a solid lense with two fields.
Manufactured solely by the BE8BER OPTICAL CO.

it 5 West Gold Avenue.

S
The Future Railroad

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

J. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

7", Am

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Soutu
Third etreet.

up

to

Lucero
daFe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,.

STRONG BLOCK.

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

Farms

and

mYxyootyDcxKXXxxxxxxxxxxxxM

A. D. JOHNSON

WEDDING

RENMLS

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

12-fo-

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

Myer,

&

Real Estate

If you think that a windmill will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at 612
South Bnodway, and also
tine two houses at the corner of Coal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fiv- e
feet.

PIONEER BAKERY

riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Asaocfta
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallies

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Fatrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

avenue.

M.
and

MONUMENTS

Cigars and Tobacco,

Groceries,

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

N. Second St.. Both Phones.

201-21- 1

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
300 North Broadway, corner

ot

BUSY THESE DAYS

i

IS ILn IE8 ET

KTo

3LMT.

Metropolis of New Mexico

ot The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway 4

fcThe Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

MAY WILL UNDOUBTEDLY PROVE
MONTH.
A RECORD BREAKING
Tlnii Mav- will be a rtrord breaking i
mouth lor Iiumih'.-- s iIcmu' at the I nite, . 5f
States land otlice al Sania Ke is al-- f g
ready Known ly the iiiiinber or tntritd
tti.v .tiKt ri,T
.f UlllK 111
i.i jil..
during the last twenty days. Tin; Es- tancia valley is t;n at: ractiUK larn'e
numbers of settlers, 'J entries having j
iii.i.l,. in Turr.Tir..
Kllire
May In. Hernalillo M.;:tity is also ntal;Ins a pood tilmwinK. 11 entries navei
been mad'.' in that rmin'.v diirins! the;
..
it
'I'l.
i' r:i t . . ii . .
D.HUI.- - liiiil
I III. in.' ii ii ..I
i'Z
reeeiitlv niiblislii-- i a p.iiiipli'e!. wuinu f?S
forth the eniKir. iini; ii s of Ii Miial!- Mexico f
etst and richest county in Ne
and it has appareii:!y ha i its effect.
j

I

f

?1?C?TT
tllZZl
i?" n7it ; V0"
Jutt's

25Xl42t

4LL

tui

FAST LIMITED

T-

j

g

aDd

UrgeSt
wlDe.

ey. 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public par. sod .rand old .bade tree.; publl. .choo)
B"rr"!,:e e8tb,l3b
t. in New Mexico; tbe Belen 1'atent Roller mill, c.p.cit,. SM barrel. da..y: l.rge w.nerv; Ure. aotS.
beaa. ar.J ba, in Central New Mexico. It. Importance a. a great commercial railroad city lathe ne.r future cannoi U esUm.t.d

f

tmrr,es

CU''
thop, etc.

W6,!

'rde.d,'

mny
a

nrst-claa-

f
a

them lQiprVed l'y
tnode-hotel
n

F F

ROUTE

W.LL

'"I,!v!';o

.and

GO OVER THE
or

travel.

MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND

We need a

flrst-el.-

..

JOHN BECKER,

JZm.

The Beiew Town and ImDrovement
President

T,r "

--

-

--

v.'imt

ussauB-

-

HSfM

KklV

aBESKa

"OHf.tUmW

JKKBa"

WT.

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

baser,, tailor saop. .bo nou.e, jeweler, plumbing .so,.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS:
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCt FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

iiiiiiii-'ran-

w." euiit ina.- at the, mm
same rate dnrim; the s.!im and tally Jw,
stiMiiner, and several partu s an bein j
orKanized in Kansas. .Missouii and '!(
'"i'JU'-alabouia, the niemlieit if wiiicb ei

lald ,Ut W:tb t,r0a,j

?ff wool. 'TUlny

.

ten-i-

-

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

TLTdrug .tore,

Wasus

in gton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the
Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

LAND OFFICE IS

-

.

WATER

SIMON BAILING,

r.-

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE, v

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS
O
O

.TTTTTT

203

Furniture packed and crated; gasa

Albuquerque, N. M.

Finest Whiskies

. .

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

BARNETT, Piop'r.

N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

Agents, Albuquerque.

The St. Elmo

& CO..

PAINTS,

e

Located on the Belen

tn-

CLEAN NG

Both Phones

JtMI-AiVftUA- L

.

t

CARPET

THORNTON Ti
Cleans everything.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

n

il :it

STEAM

-

.

U iliniiL'hi

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

.v,j

--

Ii

Gfne fal Btfildtng SoppHes

.f'"

j

i'f.i ih.

ELITE CAFE

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

'

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

4 365

-.

Foundry and

R R. MALL, Rroprftor
;
Iron and
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ihaftlir.
Pullers. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frosts fer
Buildings.
R0pmlr on Mining and Mill Machinery m Bpaelalty
Foundry east side of railroad tiack.
Albsqaerass. M. M

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

e

-

11

Albuquerque

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

TAILORING

ht

JUST CONCLUDED
AN IMPORT-W- .
ANT MEETING HELD AT TERRI- TORIAL CAPITAL.
The
session of the territorial board of health was held at
the territorial capital Monday. There!
were present: Dr. G. W. Harrison.
president, Albuquerque; Dr. B. D. 6
Black, secretary. Las Vegas; Dr. W. 4
u. Madeline, treasurer, Belen; Dr.
J. Shuler. Raton; Dr. James A. Mas
sie, Santa Fe. Durinir the mepllnir
the following applicants were granted
licenses to practice medicine in the
territory of New Mexico:
Drs. John A. Reidy, Albuquerque; T.
A. Triplet, Raton; R. K. McClanahan,
NEW SLEEPER
LINE TO DENVER Las Vegas: Benjamin CI. Htmni, no.
a iierw hub 01 Bieeju-r-s unwwn Ejiiiuii;
aukusius iJaVIS, Texlco- J A
Paso and Denver which will material- - Helm, Elida; H. O. Munsom, Roswell;
ly reduce the present time between Robert E. Casburn, Hagerman; F R
the two cities will be Installed by the Clapp, Las Vegas; William H Tall- fuiiman company over me im raso & inauge, I as Vegas; A JoneB Iocan- Duuiuwcniciji, nui;iv jamini iiu vuu- - u. ri. ijiimne, r armlligton
H
A
juiie o.
iiecuuK luuua
An additional standard sleeper will
be taken out over the South western
and at Dalhart will be taken in charge
by the Fort Worth & Denver City
road and carried as far as Trinidad.
The Colorado Southern will handle
the cars from Trinidad to Colorado
Springs, whence it will be handled Into Denver by the Denver & Rio
Grande.
Trains Nos. 2! and 30 of the Southwestern and Rock Island will handle
the cars in and out of El Pas-i- This
equipment for the new line has already been ordered. It is expected
that the line will be well patronized
from the beginning as it will save numerous changes and will cut down the
time to the mountain city.

.

Tijerms

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
then
190,61
Death, from
deser land 'enries 90 f
mlshed on application, decrease in the samlTratlo that the
Steam Sausage Factory.
acres entered 13 354 The tola
U S; reserve8 th, rlght to
or use of Dr. King's New Life Pills in- sZe
ber of entries of all kinds
EMIL KLEINWORT.
l
'I'583'8 or ,
"eases. They save you from danger Masonic Building,
the first of January 1906 Ts 913 and ",e.ct
North Third Street.
....
gTOWuna vne ins
167,386.
posals for Addition to Ambulant Pa- - iruiu
inff out of it. Strength and vigor al-- ,
an(1 ad3ress?o
Capt.
o
jways
follow
their use. Guaranteed
Not if as Rich a Rockefeller.
THE CELEBRATED
o. ioy aii drueclsls.
tsiai, yinr.
25e. Trv them.
If you had all the wealth of Rocke- feller, the Standard Oil mnsnata vnn
could not buy a better medicine for
bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
The most eminent physician can not
prescribe a better preparation
for
colic and diarrhoea, both for children
and adults. The unlfor msuccess of
this remedy has shown It to be su-- :
Bottled In Bond.
perior to all others. It never fails,
with,
when
and
water and
reduced
Light rig leaves city for the springs
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
sweetened. It la tiMsatif tn.
ai
,
rv,,
every
..J
Monday and Wednesday.
Only first-clas- s
fnn
house at the Springs.
Tt
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
od by alf aro"gg'st8J. B. BLOCK.
Distillers.
Friday through in one day. Only-linProprietor
ccm vIMl 3C3MUN
ccccinti
KY.
FRANKFORT,
with change of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.

e ed

Will

ENGINEER WAS HURT BUT
HE SAVED DAUGHTER
T. Shoonmaker, a Southern Pa- cihe engineer, was trampled upon by
a horse at Lordsburg and badly hurt.
He was taken to El Paso for treatment. Schoonmaker and his family
were enjoying a picnic and while
playing with his
daughter
a boy who was riding a horse over the
picnic, grounds ran into Schoonmaker
who drew his daughter toward hira as
he fell, thus protecting her from serious injury. The horse trampled on
the prostrate engineer, but fortunately he had no bones broken, although he was badly bruised.

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rirat end
Road.

$27.00

Brass-Castings-

ce

to come to New

NOTES

;

imm

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone 730

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
William B. Douglass of Washington,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMD. C, was in
Santa Fe yesterday
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
morning and called at the office of
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn for
My merchant tailoring shop Is upthe purpose of securing data, preparatory to an examination of the bona stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avefides of applications for surveys of nue, where I solicit the patronage of
townships.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' exRural Free Delivery.
perience in the business. Suits made
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter of to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
Santa Fe was notified that the post-offi- repaired. The specific I use will not
department has acceded to his Injure the cloth. Ijadles' garments
petition for the establishment of a also cleaned and walking skirts made
rural mail delivery route to Btart at to order. Give me a trial.
Santa Fe and to Include Agua Frla.
O. BAMBINI.
o
Sunmount, Canon. .Road from the city
NOTICE
FOR
Tesuque.
PUBLICATION.
to
limits
the reservoir and
The entire distance Is twenty-eig(Homestead Entry No. D95C.)
miles and one trip daily Is to be made
over It. The number of house served Department, of the Interior, Iand Of-- '
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., May 12,
will be 230 and the population 805.
1906.
Before the order Is carried Into effect,
Notice Is hereby given that the folhowever, 180 house owners
must lowing
named settler has filed nopledge themselves to put up mall boxes which may be purchased at from tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and
50 cents to $2 each. Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews, together with that said proof will be made before
clerk at Albuquerque,
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter and Su- the probate
preme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena have New Mtxico, on July 6, 1906, viz.:
John M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia
worked hard to secure the establlsh- - county.
N. M., for the north half of
. a miiIa
n n ,1 If I a
l.rt
tvinnt nf
hn,,DH tw f,o.
m h
Htm.,,i.v lhe northeast quarter of section 2G,
hJ?,I
in securing a sufficient number
of
names the following we5
witnesses
pledges' for the erection of mail boxes, tQ Heprove
his continuous residence
uiiu a rural carrier may oe
upon and cultivation of said land,
by July 1.
viz.:
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B.'MIHett,
Fort Bayard, N. M., May IS. 1906. Cnorge
H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
Sealed proposals in triplicate for
New Mexico.
material and conRtnictine all of Eaguna. MANUEL,
R. OTERO,
Too
flilillHrm in Anilinlnnt Pitliivli
Register.
,be reeeived until 11 a. m..
horei

BRIDLES

RUNABOUTS, wert $55.00 to H25.0O: now
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00: now
S52.M
We are also Quoting very low nrlcea on Surrers. Stanhon. nm.
vwiub, uucKooaras, spring wagons, etc. Out of town business solicit.
n rue ior catalogue and prices

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

To Examine Bona Fides.
United States Examiner of Surveys

SADDLES

Our Top Burgle mxA
Runabouts most mor
We need th floor
pace for another ear.
It's a time to help
yourself by helping as.
S4nn tinarwt

THIS WITH YOUR POL!".'.
COMPARE
Weekly sick lor.flt, $:,0; weekly
A $10,000 policy provides:
accident benefit, $30; If Injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual installments; In
case of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up Insurance at maturity. Divi

Special Inspector Holcombe.
Inspector
P. Holcombe, special
appointed by the secretary of the Interior, has been assigned an office In
the federal building at Santa Fe,
where he will transact official business. Mr. Holcombe has been sent to
New Mexico to investigate public land
conditions and may be in the territory
a month or longei.

SE-

Into Yours

Co,

Will Protect You From Partial Loss

E.

&7

Pocket

OF CALIFORNIA

MATltRS

OFFICIAL

Out of Our

,!..!.,

mUl.

DEED9.

Comwvnmjnirp
WM. vr
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ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

tQWA T ,

M,
W. II. Nansbaum and Michael Welsh,
all of this city, secured certificates and
will Boon hang out their shingles.
of ChiMr. and Mrs. J. I. Albn-scago, are here visiting the father of
Mr. Albers, I,. 17. Albers, ' and his
brothers, and Rlsters. The visitors
will remain three or four days. Mr.
Albers is the assistant superintend-

LOCAL AND

.

PERSONAL
WEATHfcR INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thurt
day, with ahower In eait portion.

Summer Shoes
FOR WOMEN

ent of bridge and buildings, for the
Sanla Fe, with headquarters at Chi
cago.
Mr. Albers years ago. was the
county surveyor and engineer of Her
nalillo county.
John Murphy, manager of the hide
bouse of Flnnlgan & Co., of North
First street, received word this morn
Ing that his father M. I). Murphy had
been Bcrlonsly Injured in a street railway accident at El Paso. The Injured
man was riding on a Klo Grande street
car when it collided with a Missouri
street car at Oregon street. Ho was
thrown violently through the car win
dow and to the pavement, where he
was picked up unconscious. However
no bones were broken.

O. M. Smith of the Harvey system
arrived rrom ki raso this morning
J. r . Walsh, of tho Kolly mining
district, Socorro c unty. Is registered
tt on account of weak ankles you
at tho Alvarado.
C. I. Hoaton, intent for the Amcrl
r prevented from wearing Oxfords,
can Kuel company at Gallup, is regis
bay a pair of our dainty hand turned
tered at the Alvarado.
Bhoe. They fit like a glove, are light
W. P. Thompson Is In the city from
et
t
off the f
ad cool and
to the
satj Antonio, N. M., transacting bust
boat advantage.
ness with local merchants.
Mrs. Frank Moore, wife of Attorney
Moore, has returned from an extended
visit to friends In Kansas.
Jcweph You left last night for San RETAIL MERCHANT
Francisco, after a short visit In the
VICI KID, MILITARY HEEL
city with his uncle J. D. Yott.
TO ORGANIZE HERE
S3 75
N. ,T; Harris, a carpenter of this
VERY
FINE VICI KID, CUBAN
city, has gone to Santa Fe and will
HEEL
remain indefinitely in the Capital City. AT CONVENTION TO BE HELD,
FOR PURPOSE OF AFFECTING
Mrs. A. C. Culver, 216 Hazeldlne
S3 OO
TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION
avenue, left last night for a month's
FRENCH KID, CLOTH TOP
visit at her old ihome In Mt. Vernon,
CONVENTION
PROBABLY
DUR
S3 50
Iowa.
ING FAIR WEEK.
PATENT KID, WITH DULL TOPS..
Cipriano Haca,' of the
Lieutenant
S3 50
New Mexico mounted KIice, was a
At a special meeting of the Albu
PATENT COLT, DULL TOPS.
passenger for Santa Fe this morn querque Retail Merchants'
associaing.
S 00
tion, to be held next Tuesday, May
Deputy United Slates Marshal C. 29, at which ITesident B. O. Jaffa will
E. Newcomer has returned from at pntslde, plans for a. convention
of
tending United Stated court at
New Mexico retail men, and the for
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
mation of a territorial organization,
William Horabin, of the Horabin- - will come up for discussion, and it Is
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' McGaffey
company, Is expected In more than likely that a territorial or
grocery store, are sure to bring the from Thoreau tonight to take Initia- ganization will le effected, as there
are local retail merchants' lassocla- right flavor to all dishes Into which tion into the Elks.
Mrs. K. S. Piatt will leave tomorrow lons In nearly icvery city of any im
they enter. This Is because we al- evening for Cananea, Mexico, where portance In New Mexico, but at pres
ways procure the best manufactured. Mr. Piatt holds a responsible position ent it here Is no connection between
them and each works solely for its
We Snd out first what brands are re- with a big copper mining company of own
.particular welfare, whereas
a
city.
that
liable and personally guarantee them.
territorial organization, as tbe bank
Manager Herman Sweltzer, of the ers
recently formed, would
bring
Alvarado curio department,
was a
between
thorn
passenger for El Paso last night. The about
which would result In the lest pos
Harvey peoplo are placing a stock of sible
good
the retail men f the
curios in the new El Paso Union de territory astoa whole.
pot.
As Albuquerque is the oldest or
John Garmann, of New York, and ganization In the territory, in this
118 and 120 South Second street John
Not.
e
Cornetto, proprietor of the
XxJi'I.W44llbranch, the arrangements for a cony
hotel, are visiting the Grand vention to discuss the formation of
Canyon of Arizona. They are ex a permanent territorial organization
pected to return to the city Thurs- has been left to the Retail Mer
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
day evening.
chants' association In this city, hence
Mrs. T. B. Catron and son, John W. the special meeting next Tuesday.
As yet nothing definite has been
Catron, accompanied by Mrs. L. T.
Largey of New York City, passed decided upon in reference to the conup the road for Santa Fe yesterday. vention but it is more than likely
They have Just returned from a trip be held some time during the fall fes
tival, when low rates will prevail, on
to Mexico's principal cities.
new line
The fire shortly after noon today. all roads, and as Albuquerque Is the
about which the whistles at the shops most centrally located, "this city has
made so much noise, consumed all already been seltced as the place In
which this convention for permanent
that was burnable of four box organization
shall be held.
cars in the lower end of the yards.
A program will in all probability be
The fire was prevented from spread
ing by the heroic work of the shops outlined at Tuesday's meeting.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
fire department.
Mark Bocklett, night hostler at the CHAS. (LFELD & CO.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
local round house, was released from J LEASE RAILROAD AVEMJE LOTS
the hospital this morning minus the
big toe of his right foot.
Bocklett
It' was stated today upon good aulost his toe on May 4 by having It cut thority
that the firm of Chas. Weld
off by the knuckle of an engine drop &
Co., of Las Vegas, had taken a
ping on his foot.
long lease on the lots Just east of the
Mrs. H. E. Campbell, who was the Santa Fe tracks on the south
of
guest of Dr. and Mrs. P. G. Cornish Railroad avenue now occupied side
by the
a couple of days, left on the flyer this carpenter shop of Contract J. W. Mcmorning for her home at Flagstaff. Quade, and that a new building to be
come
Mrs. Campbell stopped In Albuquerused by the company is to be erected
que while returning from a visit to thereon
it.
at once.
friends at Kansas City.
Chas. Ufeld & Co., conduct one of
Charles Quler, the old base ball the largest wholesale houses doing
player, has been quite ill the past business at Las Vegas. It has been
week.
He will be
around In known for some time that they were
a few days and will attend the com thinking of moving to Albuquerque
CHERRY
ing meeting of the base ball players, and it has been stated that a lease
when a manager will be selected to had been taken by them on the Kor-bBEAUTY
building at the corner of Copper
succeed George Arnot, resigned.
The police department now boasts avenue and First street.
Barns!! Building
J. H. Q'RIELLY CO, Druggists
of a bran new vehicle. This morning,
Reliable shoe polishes, Blanco and
Chief McMillin took the vehicle, which Quick
White- for white shoes. Dandy
Is a heavy Concord, out of the carriage repository of Jacob Korker & or Hazel Brown for tan shoes. Jet Oil,
Co., and, behind the faihtful black Elite, Gilt Edge, French Gloss, Royal
or Shinola for black shoe. 10
horse, "Joe," gave It a thorough test Gloss
to 2Tc at C. May's Shoe Store', 314
A Citizen
representative was the West
Railroad avenue.
guest of the chief and the drive was
much enjoyed.
THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
Tomorrow morning Jas. T. Johnston 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS
leaves for the Jemez Hot Springs, MONDAY, MAY 28
taking the following passengers: Fred
NOTICE.
Baxter ami wife, George K. Neher, W.
Notice is hereby given that the
F. Switzer and Will Chadwlck . On
agreement
Friday morning ,Mr. Johnston's stage partnership
between F. H
will make the trip to the Sulphurs, Mitchell and W. H. Springer, under
mo
nrm
name of the City Scavenger
taking along Judge Abbott and daughter, and a gentleman friend of the company, is dissolved, W. H. Springer
retiring, F. H. Mitchell remaining,
Judge.
Attention is called to the adver- who will conduct the company under
tisement of Block's stage line to the the same name, paying all debts conby said company and collectJemez hot springs, published else- tracted
N. M.
where in The Evening Citizen. These ing all monies duo. (Signed)
W. H. SPRINGER.
hot springs are considered the. best
F. H. MITCHELL.
in the southwest
for rheumatism,
bladder, kidney and liver troubles,
WE
CARRY
THE
GOODS YOU
THE
and no doubt Uiey will be extensively
WANT.
patronized
by
Albuquerque people
this summer.
And Our Absolutely Right Prices
Should Bespeak for Us a Good
Despite the fact that Albuquerque
Portion of Your Trade.
with its population of 12,000 people,
RAILROAD AVE.
60c to $1.10
practicing physi- Dutch Ovens
boasts thirty-eig$1 to $1.25
cians, including osteopathlsts, homeo-pathlst- s, Camp Stoves
$1 to $1.50
physicians and surgeons of Stoneware Churns
Diamond, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
90c
all classes, there Is apparently room Building Paper, roll
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
"..$1.65
for more, as was evidenced at the Tar Paper, per roll
10c to 20c
recent meeting of the territorial medi- Wire Screens, per yard
Cc to 12c
cal board when Drs. John A. Reldy, Poultry Wire, per yard
Edwin M. Johnson, Ernest B. Studer. Hone Cutter, will also grind corn $4.50

i

STAGE TO JEMEZ

The undersigned
Is prepared
to
niak trips to nnd from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can bo secured
from George H. Moore. No. 113 West

er

to Your Grandfather

1

ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
complete,
Including
Machinery,
roller
boiler and engine, for
flour mill. Address, Martin LoTiman,
Las Cruces, N. M.

1

WITHOUT
BEING DEAD
SURE
THAT THEY FIT AS NEAR LIKE
OLD SHOES AS IT IS POSSIBLE
FOR NEW SHOES TO FIT.
WE TAKE A GOOD DEAL OF
PLEASURE IN CATERING TO THE
FEET
COMFORT OF ELDERLY
FOLKS
THEN, TOO. WE HAVE THOSE
SOFT
LEATHERS
THAT
ARE
EVERY BIT AS SOFT AS CLOTH.
THEY DON'T COST MUCH BUT
THEY ARB WORTH Mlint TO
DEAR OLD GRANDFATHER.
(AND THEY ARE JUST AS GOOD
FOR YOU IF YOUR FEET ARE TEN-DEf- t)

Whitcomb Springs DellgMful
resort, la now open to the pub
lic. Good rooms, good meals, every-ining ciean ana nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

j

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka la the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister In the wall. See that It Is
specified in your contract.

W. L. DOUGLAS

HAHN & CO.
35 CENTS DINNER,
REGULAR
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
ZEIGER'8 RESTAURANT, FROM 12
NOON TO 2 P. M.

SHOE

I

53 59

SIMON
STERN
Ujq Railroad Avenue Clothier

WANTED, STORAGE.
Your heating stoves stored for the
summer.
J. W. MASTERS,
118 Gold Avenue.

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer
TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16.50 TO $22, AT
THE VERY LOW PRICE OF

1

,

$15.00 the Suit
EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.

TRUNKS, SUn CASES AND BAGS

Pickard's Hand
Fine
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.

up-an-

We wouldn't sell Shoes

SELLING OUT AT COST.
Commencing Tuesday, May 22, nt
Candy Kitchen, 211 South Second
street, I will sell my entire stock of
candles, nuts, cakes, all fixtures,
candy tools, supplies, soda fountain,
cash register, range almost, now, and
other things too numerous to mention.
V. O. HOFFMAN.

The Hickox - Maynard Co.

and we were never
to
able
entertain Treat
better
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
SISTERS
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN

1VUD.

Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

Ven-dom-

It has

Jr

SPRINGS

F. F. TROTTER

THE SODA THIRST

mT

EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK.
CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE
BEFORE BUYING.
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

15

-

CEMENT,

LUMBER,

SASH,

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

ETEBITT

Diamond

Palace

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Hammocks
Wagon I'mbrellas
Tents, lrom

EL. WASHBURN CO.

119

Wett Gold

MONDAY,

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES
you are at once impressed with their ex-

r

4
9

a

J

cellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have i!
H
worn them a while and know them thoroughly-ins- ide
and out you find yourself confirmed in the

-

0

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

WALKOVER HABIT.

S. T. VANN, 0.

OPTICIAN
NEW

Eye Sight
Specialist
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
nervous
vision, headache
and
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

$1.25.

trlm-wIiik-

s,

fr

WO

IN
MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF
NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

WlclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

MAY 28.

We aro making window sereens all
mortise,i together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
will oiubst any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with
$1.25.
We make the regular Fhop made
screen doors that have always cost,
$2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.

FIRST ESTABLISHED

D.

$6
$2
$15

SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,

WALKOVER OTOE
$3.50 . $4.00
i'

to

.'

THE WEST BOWLING ALLEYS,
118 WEST GOLD AVENUE, OPENS

for

V,

$1

. . .

$2.83 to
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.

122

S. Second

THE HOME OF

Mil"

U5, Ml Sooth First Street

Albuquerque,

ht

?

3,

M

& COMPANY

Wholesale

Wholesale

and Retail

and Retail

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM

I

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

FREEZERS

RUBBER HOSE

herr-.nfor-

GARDENTOOLS

WIPE WINDOW
SCREENS

FRESH

CUT FLOWERS.

i

IVES, THE FLORIST.

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAKES
GARDEN BARROWS

.

TRY A PAIR i:
ROSEflFIELD'S,

TICKETS
AND

SOUGHT. SOLO

Association Office
Transactions
Guaranteed
1

1

215 West Railroad Avenue

EXCHANGED

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
N

8 W. R. R. Ave.

H

